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Abstract 

Reliable sensor values are important for resource-efficient control and op-
erations of wastewater treatment processes. Automatic fault detection meth-
ods are necessary to monitor the increasing amount of data produced in any 
modern water resource recovery facility (WRRF). Most on-line measure-
ments exhibit large variations under normal conditions, due to considerable 
variations in the influent flow. The work reported in this licentiate thesis 
deals with fault detection in WRRFs. 

In the first paper, we studied how Gaussian process regression (GPR), a 
probabilistic machine learning method, could be applied for fault detection 
in WRRFs. The results showed that the standard parameter estimation meth-
od for GPR suffered from local optima which could be solved by instead 
estimating the distribution of the parameters with a sequential Monte Carlo 
algorithm (GPR-SMC). The GPR-SMC allowed for automatic estimation of 
missing data in a simulated influent flow signal with high noise, which is a 
representative signal for on-line sensors in WRRFs. In addition, the GPR-
SMC provided uncertainty predictions for the estimated data and accurate 
sensor noise estimates. Care should be taken in selecting a suitable kernel for 
GPR, since the results were in contrast to the general assumption that prior 
knowledge can easily be encoded by means of selecting a proper kernel. 
Here, the autocorrelation graph was found useful as diagnostic tool for se-
lecting a proper kernel. 

In the second paper, we studied how active fault detection (AFD) could 
be used to reveal information about the sensor status. The AFD was imple-
mented by evaluating the change in a dissolved oxygen (DO)-signal caused 
by the sensor’s automatic cleaning system. Fault signatures were obtained 
for fouling and several other sensor faults such as a worn out or mechanical-
ly damaged membrane. This demonstrates the potential of AFD, not only for 
fault detection, but also for fault diagnosis. Interestingly, the progression of 
the sensor bias due to organic biofilm fouling differed depending on the 
measurement technique used within the DO-sensor. This is new knowledge 
that is valuable for process control and should be further studied. The AFD 
was implemented on a full scale system to demonstrate its applicability, 
which is rarely done in research papers in the field of WRRFs. 
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1 Introduction 

The objective of the work described in this thesis has been to develop and 
evaluate methods for detecting faults in sensors and processes in the field of 
wastewater treatment plants. There is an increasing trend in replacing the 
term wastewater treatment plant by water resource recovery facility (WRRF) 
in order to reflect the changing paradigm within the water sector. The latter 
term has been used in this thesis. 

1.1 Research motivation 
Fault detection methods are important tools to maintain robust and resource-
efficient operations in WRRFs. A robust operation (in terms of coping well 
with effluent limits) requires automatic control that, in turn, requires reliable 
sensor measurements. If erroneous measurements are used for process con-
trol, they can often result in excess energy or chemicals dosage, thus a waste 
of resources. 

In the field of WRRFs, early process monitoring was based on manual 
sampling and laboratory analyses.  An increase in the availability of on-line 
sensors, in combination with the possibility of applying automatic control 
actions based on this dynamic information resulted in an increased use of on-
line sensors. Starting with dissolved oxygen (DO) control using DO on-line 
sensors in the 1970’s (Olsson 2012). Ever since, a multitude of measuring 
techniques has been developed to provide high resolution data on time scales 
of minutes or seconds. The key measured parameters include nitrous, phos-
phorous and carbon based fractions measured in the water phase. In addition, 
gas sensors have become important to assess the contribution of greenhouse 
gases from the treatment processes.   

In parallel to the development of measurement technologies, the costs of 
computational power and data storage have drastically decreased since the 
1970’s, and this has made it economically feasible to record and save large 
quantities of process data. This increase in the amount of data has led to a 
dual monitoring task, where the WRRF operators have to monitor the status 
of on-line sensors and of the process simultaneously. In most situations, it is 
difficult or impossible to distinguish a sensor fault from a process disturb-
ance, and this makes data validation a complicated task. 
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In addition to the increase in the amount of data, the workload for sensor 
maintenance increases with the number of installed sensors. The mainte-
nance typically requires manual cleaning, calibration, and replacement of 
disposable parts. This work is commonly routinely scheduled, since there is 
currently no good method to support condition-based maintenance. For ex-
ample, knowledge of drift in sensor values would provide valuable infor-
mation of how to set calibration intervals. 

In the end, it is an overwhelming task to manually assess the reliability of 
process data from a modern WRRF. This poses the question 

  
 How can data validation and process monitoring be automated? 

Several approaches have been described (Rosén 2001; Irizar et al. 2008; 
Olsson et al. 2014), but there is no standard for automatic data validation 
(Olsson 2012). At the same time, stricter effluent limits in a near future in-
creases the long term importance of automated fault detection methods, in 
order to maintain a robust and resource efficient wastewater treatment. 

1.2 Project background 
The importance of good data quality and the development of methods to 
automatically detect sensor faults was realized at three water resource recov-
ery organizations in Stockholm. Following a suggestion from Bengt Carls-
son at Uppsala University, a project proposal was developed and a project 
was later initiated some of the results of which are described in this thesis. 
Funding was provided by Stockholm Vatten och Avfall, Käppala, SYVAB 
(the three WRRF organizations), Naturvårdsverket (Swedish Environmental 
protection agency) and FORMAS (one of Sweden’s research agencies) 
through the Foundation for IVL Swedish Environmental Research Institute. 
In addition, an important contributor for initiating the research was the VA-
kluster Mälardalen (a regional R&D cluster focusing on research related to 
WRRF operations). 

1.3 Research goal  
The long-term goal of the research project is to improve the data quality at 
the collaborating WRRFs. The initial hypothesis is that quality of the on-line 
sensor data can be improved if faults can be quickly identified and subse-
quently corrected. Therefore, the somewhat wide objective was defined as 

 
 To develop and adopt fault detection methods applicable to full-scale 

operations of WRRFs, emphasizing sensor faults. 
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1.4 Main conclusions from a feasibility study 
Since the driving force for the research project is improved data quality, a 
feasibility study was conducted, (see Samuelsson 2014), at the project start 
to assess various aspects that effect data quality at the three WRRFs partici-
pating in the project. 

For the feasibility study, a qualitative approach was used with interviews 
of eight employees (process engineers, process managers, and instrument 
technicians) working with data from different perspectives in their daily 
work. The answers were considered to be a good indication of the particular 
needs of the three WRRFs in the project at the time of the analysis (2014). 

Two topics were considered in the feasibility study: 1) quality of on-line 
data, and 2) fault detection methods applicable to on-line sensors. As an 
example, some of the questions asked in the feasibility study were:  

Quality of on-line data 
 Which issues exist today concerning data quality from on-line sensors? 
 Which are the key factors that give rise to the aforementioned issues? 

Fault detection methods 
 What is the experience of fault detection and monitoring at wastewater 

treatment plants today?   
 Which methods are used today to detect sensor faults and sensors dis-

turbances? 
 

The main conclusion from the study was that the factors (or issues) that had 
an impact on data quality could be grouped into three categories, based on 
their required solution. 

 
a) Problems related to fault detection 
b) Organizational problems 
c) Measurements-technique-specific or supplier-related problems 

 
This thesis is restricted to Problems related to fault detection, although the 
feasibility study illustrates the importance of soft skills and basic needs such 
as correct sensor installation, to obtain high quality data.  

The answers given during the interviews, see Table 1, have been used as 
an inspiration and guidance to decide fault-detection applications and for 
selecting appropriate FD-methods to adopt. 
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Table 1. Problems related to fault detection mentioned during interviews in the fea-
sibility study. Table adapted from (Samuelsson 2014). 

Problems related to fault detection Frequency 

- Can I trust this on-line value and more specifically, how much 
can I trust this on-line value? 
- What is the normal condition in a plant? 
- The constant state is a varying state. This makes it difficult to 
determine intervals for cleaning and calibration. 
- The sensor is clogged, how can an interval for cleaning be decid-
ed before it is too late? 
- Reference lab grab sample is the standard method for verifying 
on-line measurements. Lab measurements are time-consuming and 
the analysis results are slow compared to the needs. How can we 
decide when a reference lab analysis is really needed? 
- Some processes are coupled in series and others in parallel, and 
this affects both sensors and their interaction with each other. How 
can this process knowledge be used to detect sensor faults? 

Mentioned several 
times by people with 
different job assign-
ments 
 

  
- How can slow drift in sensor values be detected in a continuous 
process? 
- Is it possible to distinguish between sensor faults, process dis-
turbances and dosage error (control issues)? 
- The rapid increase in sensors and registered on-line data makes it 
hard to overview and use available information. 
- Which sensors are most important to maintain or fix right now? 
Is it possible to prioritize the importance of sensors, both by func-
tion and maintenance? 
- Is it possible to detect sensor faults in sensors that show a reason-
able process value? 
 

Mentioned more than 
once 

- Why is this sensor indicating an unusual value? 
- What is an acceptable variance in a common sensor?  
- How are uncertainties in data handled when multiple measure-
ments are combined? 
- How can well-known mass balances be used in fault detection 
algorithms? 
- Averaging off time samples in control samples can hide infor-
mation about disturbances. How is this handled in fault detection 
algorithms? 
- Is it possible to learn and later predict how certain faults occur 
and more specifically, why they occur? 
- How can worn out mechanical equipment e.g. pumps be detected 
by analyzing process values? 
- Is it possible to automatically calibrate or reset on-line values 
which are obviously wrong? 

Mentioned during 
interview 
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1.5 Contributions 
 
Paper I: Gaussian process regression for monitoring and fault detection of 
wastewater treatment processes. Gaussian process regression (GPR) is a 
probabilistic machine learning method that has showed promising results for 
monitoring other processes than WRRFs. This work introduces Gaussian 
process regression to the field of fault detection in WRRFs with two case 
studies. The results showed that the standard parameter estimation method 
can suffer from poor results due to local optima which is not widely studied 
in literature. An alternative method was shown to relieve the problem with 
local optima. The alternative method described in (Svensson. et al. 2015) 
estimated the distribution of the parameters with a sequential Monte Carlo 
method. The alternative method gave better results than linear interpolation 
when missing data where estimated in a noisy flow rate signal, although 
standard methods gave equivalent performance to GPR in some of the stud-
ied problems. This works demonstrates that GPR could automatically esti-
mate missing data of a representative signal in WRRFs. In addition, it pro-
vided uncertainty predictions for the estimated data and accurate signal noise 
estimates. The results also showed that care should be taken in selecting a 
suitable kernel for GPR, since the results were in contrast to the general as-
sumption that prior knowledge can easily be encoded by means of selecting 
a proper kernel. 

 
Paper II: Monitoring fouling on dissolved oxygen sensors in WRRFs with 

active fault detection. The purpose of this work was to study if active fault 
detection could result in a precise fault detection method for bias detection 
due to biofilm. The response from a dissolved oxygen sensor’s automatic air 
cleaning system was studied when subjected to fouling. The results showed 
that the response was a good indication of the sensor’s condition since the 
shape of the response changed when the sensor was mechanically damaged 
and subjected to artificial fouling. This demonstrates the potential for AFD 
also for fault diagnosis and condition-based sensor maintenance. The re-
sponse was not a sufficiently sensitive indicator to detect organic biofilm 
growth before the fouling resulted in a bias. The change in response was 
evaluated with Gaussian process regression (GP) and by evaluating its time 
constant (TC). The results also showed that two different measurement tech-
niques for dissolved oxygen (membrane electrochemical and optical meas-
urements) experienced different effects from biofilm growth. Both bias di-
rection and magnitude differed which are important to consider in process 
control. Finally, this work highlights the importance of studying the effects 
from true sensor faults under realistic conditions, since knowledge about 
fault signatures for common sensor faults is absent. 
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2 Faults and variations in the field of WRRFs 

In this chapter, normal and abnormal (faulty) variations in WRRFs are ex-
plained. The standard formulation of a fault detection problem is a hypothe-
sis test of the likelihood ratio between the normal and fault hypotheses de-
scribed in Section 2.2 where the importance of setting an appropriate thresh-
old for the likelihood ratio to maximize the detection probability at a low 
false alarm probability is explained. Common symptoms of sensor faults are 
illustrated in Section 2.4. 

2.1 A general definition of fault detection 
A fault can be defined as 

“An unpermitted deviation of at least one characteristic property or parameter 
of the system from the acceptable/usual/standard condition” (Isermann & 
Ballé 1997) 

and one definition of fault detection follows from the same article 

“Determination of the faults present in a system and the time of detection”. 

The natural next step after fault detection is fault diagnosis that includes 
isolation and identification as part objectives. The work described in this 
thesis has been mainly concerned with fault detection. 

The purpose of the fault definition was to achieve a consistency of termi-
nology for a better understanding of various research efforts (Isermann & 
Ballé 1997) and this is the fault definition recommended by the International 
Federation for Automatic Control (IFAC). The definition nevertheless re-
quires a subjective decision regarding the standard condition. In WRRFs, the 
standard or normal conditions vary considerably as mentioned during the 
interviews in the feasibility study (Table 1). To distinguish between normal 
variation and a fault is the key challenge in the field of WRRFs. 
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2.2 Basic concepts of fault detection 
One way of formalizing the discussion about normal variations and faults is 
to apply detection theory. The field of detection theory overlaps the field of 
statistical decision theory and considers statistical hypotheses testing. By 
convention, the null hypothesis ( 0) represents the normal condition and the 
alternative hypothesis ( 1) represent the faulty condition. 

An illustrative detection problem consists of deciding (detecting) whether 
a constant bias fault  is present in noise , or if only noise is present in a 
signal  according to 

 
0:     (1) 

1: , ~ 0, ,   (2) 

where  is a constant variance of the noise. Based on a set of samples 
1 ,… ,  we assume that they come either from 0 or from 1 

where the hypothesis testing procedure is used either to reject 0 (detect the 
fault), or to fail to reject 0 (assume normal samples). 

In Figure 1, left graph, the two hypotheses are illustrated together with a 
decision line at a specific threshold γ (dashed line). Note that for some val-
ues, the probability distributions for normal and faulty samples overlap. 
Thus, samples with such values can come either from normal or from faulty 
conditions. This situation is common and requires a trade-off for setting the 
decision threshold γ in terms of false alarms and detection probability. The 
detection probability is defined as the probability of detecting a fault when 
this is present (reject 0 when 1 is true). The false alarm probability is the 
probability to raise an alarm when only noise is present during normal condi-
tions (reject 0 when 0 is true), and is indicated by the purple shaded area 
in the left graph in Figure 1. 

False alarm and detection probability are the two key performance indica-
tors for a given FD-method applied with a specific threshold at a given de-
tection problem. The performance indicators can be visualized with a Re-
ceiver operating characteristics (ROC) curve. In a ROC-curve, the false 
alarm probability for varying thresholds of γ is plotted against the detection 
probability, resulting in a concave curve (Figure 1, right graph) 
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Figure 1. Left graph) Illustration of overlapping probability distributions for normal 
( 0) and the faulty mode ( 1). Shaded area indicate false alarm probability at a 
given threshold γ. Right graph) The receiver operating characteristics for the distri-
butions in left graph. The circle indicates the false alarm  and detection probabil-
ity  for γ chosen as in left graph. 

An optimal detector would give a complete detection probability with no 
false alarm resulting in a flat ROC-curve with constant detection probability 
one for all false alarm probabilities. Such a detector would indicate that the 
faulty distribution is completely separated from the normal operating distri-
bution (were normal does not refer to the Gaussian distribution). A poor 
detector that uses only random luck (similar to flipping a coin) would have 
equal detection and false alarm probabilities for all thresholds which would 
result in a straight line, splitting the ROC-graph into two equal halves and 
would give a lower limit for the performance of any fault detector. In order 
to obtain a scalar measure of the ROC, the integrated area under the ROC-
curve, the area under the curve (AUC), gives an indication of the overall 
performance of the FD-method, although only a part of the AUC may be 
informative about the relevant performance. For example, the partial AUC 
may be more relevant for comparing the performance of methods up to a 
given false alarm rate, than the complete AUC, see e.g. (Tian 2010). A com-
plementary measure is to assess the impact of fault magnitude in detection 
probability, denoted power function as described in (Casella & Berger 
2001). For fault diagnosis, several performance measures exist, they are 
beyond the scope of this work. 

In practice, applying a fault detector involves three steps. Firstly, a detec-
tion signal  representative of the difference between normal and faulty 
conditions has to be identified. An example of such a signal is the residual 
between a model’s prediction and the equivalent on-line measurement. Sec-
ondly, a measure or test statistic has to be defined that measures the distance 
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between 0 and 1 using .  Finally, a threshold has to be set that de-
cides when the null or alternative hypothesis is decided. 

An optimal hypothesis test can be constructed to maximize the detection 
probability for a given false alarm rate . Such a test compares the ratio of 
the likelihoods of the two hypotheses according to the likelihood ratio 

 given by 
 

|

|
    (3) 

where  is a threshold obtained from lowest false alarm rate  
 

| 0|     (4) 

where the integration is conducted over the set of values | . 
This is illustrated in Figure 1, where the shaded area corresponds to  and 

 is indicated by a dashed line. Thus, the threshold  is obtained by evaluat-
ing the likelihood ratio  at the point where the false alarm ratio is 
precisely . Further, we can note that if the likelihood of 1 is greater than 
the likelihood of 0, the test statistic  will be greater than one. 

The optimal hypothesis test is known from the Neyman-Pearson theorem 
and is optimal when the probability distributions of 0 and 1 are com-
pletely known (Kay 1998). In other situations where only parts of the proba-
bility distributions are known, the Neyman Pearson test may still give a good 
detector although it is not guaranteed to be optimal. In practice, the complete 
distributions of 0 and 1 in WRRF applications are seldom known. There-
fore, prior assumptions are used to decide a probability density function in 
which the parameter values are estimated from data. Depending on how the 
probability density function is approximated and estimated, different likeli-
hood ratio variants have been described. The generalized likelihood ratio test 
is the most common, and this uses maximum likelihood parameter estimates, 
see e.g. (Kay 1998). A less common method is the marginalized likelihood 
ratio test described in (Gustafsson 1996) where the magnitude of the fault 
bias  is marginalized and is not required to be known. 

The cost of using an incorrect probability distribution either for 0 or 1 
can be assessed by evaluating the expectation of the logarithm of the likeli-
hood ratio between the true probability distribution  and the incorrect 
one  
 

, log     (5) 
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This equation is also known as the Kullback-Liebler divergence from  
to  and measures how much statistical power is lost due to an incorrect-
ly specified hypothesis (Eguchi & Copas 2006). 

The performance of a detector is related to two factors: 1) the signal-to-
noise ratio of normal and faulty distributions (the magnitude of the fault), 
and 2) the number of samples used to calculate the test statistic. The im-
portance of a good signal-to-noise ratio is realized from Figure 1, left graph, 
where a better separation between the normal and fault distribution is ob-
tained for decreasing noise variance and increasing fault magnitude (bias). 
The importance of the second factor can be understood from the relationship 
in the test statistic , where the likelihood of the true hypothesis in-
creases compared to that of the false hypothesis as the number of samples 
grow large.  

The two factors result in an inherent trade-off for fault detection methods, 
a fast detection time versus robust fault detection in terms of few false 
alarms. Useful performance measures for this include the mean time to de-
tection (MTD) and the average run length (ARL) between false alarms 
(Basseville & Nikiforov 1991). 

The detection theory has had little impact on the development of FD-
methods for WRRFs, possibly because the illustrative example in (1) and (2) 
is idealized and different from a real application. Nevertheless, the basic 
concepts of detection theory are useful as guidelines for developing and ac-
cessing FD-methods in the field of WRRFs. 

2.3 Normal variations in wastewater systems 
The most striking characteristic of WRRF data is that the signals vary con-
siderably. The variations in data are a result of the highly varying conditions 
within the wastewater system in combination with challenging measurement 
conditions for on-line sensors. Since an integral task in fault detection is to 
distinguish between normal variations and a change caused by a fault, the 
main sources of normal variations are introduced in this section. 

2.3.1 Influent variations 
Wastewater collection and treatment naturally exhibit variations that are 
strongly linked to domestic water consumption patterns. Further, there is 
also a strong connection to surface or storm water sewers that are either 
combined or connected with the wastewater sewer at multiple overflow dis-
charge outlets. 

Although the relationship between water consumption and wastewater 
generation may seem straightforward, it is not possible to establish a clear 
relationship between the generating mechanisms and the expected 
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wastewater patterns (Martin & Vanrolleghem 2014). Several efforts have 
been made to analyse and generate artificial influent data for the purpose of 
modelling and simulating wastewater treatment processes, see the review 
(Martin & Vanrolleghem 2014). The influent generators represent our cur-
rent understanding of the sources of the variations in the influent.  

The influent generator described in (Gernaey et al. 2011) was developed 
to provide long-term influent data for simulations. The influent generator 
consisted of six stochastic modules that illustrate the dominating factors 
leading to a variation in the influent. The six modules included:  household 
wastewater generation, industrial discharge generation, soil infiltration, tem-
perature effects, rain generation, and a sewer model that allowed for time 
delays and first flush effect in the transition from dry to storm weather. Rain 
(and snow melting) causes large deviations from the average flow. 

The magnitude of the variations differs depending on the local conditions 
at a specific WRRF. Small wastewater collection systems (small WRRFs) 
exhibit more pronounced variations than large systems since the flow varia-
tions are not dampened within the collection system (Metcalf & Eddy 2004). 
The magnitude (hydraulic residence time) of the collection system also leads 
to a time delay.  The WRRFs studied in this work can be considered to be 
large wastewater systems, treating wastewater from 300,000 up to 750,000 
persons. 

Although hard to define exactly, characteristics such as daily, weekly and 
seasonal variation patterns are commonly evident, although the variations 
around an average pattern are substantial. In Figure 2, daily and seasonal 
variations for ammonium load are shown for 10 weeks in Bromma WRRF 
(300,000 persons). 

The trend in decreasing ammonium concentration is a seasonal effect of 
the vacation period, initiated with the Swedish traditional midsummer cele-
bration in the end of June. During the vacation period, the city population 
temporarily decreases with the effect of a decreasing load on the WRRF. 
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Figure 2. Daily and seasonal variations for ammonium load to ASP Bromma WRRF. 
Weekly average laboratory samples (grey dashed lines) deviate from the on-line 
sensor values (black solid lines) before the sensor was calibrated. Similar drifts can 
be seen both before and after the sensor calibration. 

Another illustration of variations in WRRF data is given in Figure 3 where 
the influent flow during 3.5 years for Bromma WRRF is shown.  

 

 
Figure 3. Influent flow to Bromma WRRF (right) and its estimated distribution 
(left). 
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In Figure 3 it can be seen that the maximum (peak) flow is about twice as 
large as the average. Smaller WRRFs can exhibit much larger maximum to 
average ratios. 

In summary, variations in influent data from wastewater systems exhibit 
regular key patterns (daily, weekly, and seasonal) that are frequently inter-
rupted by rain and snow melting events. 

2.3.2 Process variations 
The influent variations also influence the biological treatment process since 
the treatment reaction rates are affected by both temperature and load con-
centrations (influent nitrogen, carbon, and phosphorous). The process dy-
namics for biological nutrient removal have been described in the well-
established activate sludge model 1 (ASM 1) (Henze et al. 1987) using 
Monod equations. A simplified Monod model for the specific growth rate  
of nitrifying bacteria can be described by 

 

    (6) 

where  is the ammonium (substrate) concentration in the reactor, 
the half-saturation constant, and the maximum growth rate. The 

resulting ammonium removal rate in mass per volume and per unit time 
can be described by 

 

    (7) 

where  are the nitrifying bacteria concentration in the reactor, is the 
maximum yield of nitrate given ammonium. The maximum specific growth 
rate also depends on the temperature according to the van’t Hoof equation 
(Henze et al. 2002) 

 
20°    (8) 

where  is a temperature coefficient for the specific process. The example 
provided here is a simplification to illustrate that variations in the influent 
composition induce variations in the treatment process. In practice, addition-
al factors such as dissolved oxygen concentration, pH, and possible inhibi-
tors also affect the growth rate for nitrifying bacteria. Their effect can be 
described with coupled Monod expressions, similar to (6). 

The maximum specific microbial growth rates varies from 0.6 – 0.8 d-1 
(nitrifying bacteria) to 6.0 d-1 (heterotrophic bacteria)(Henze et al. 2002), 
indicating that changes in the microbiological composition are slow com-
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pared to influent and concentration dynamics. The microbial composition 
within a WRRF can have an important effect on the treatment rates, see for 
example the review on microbial ecology for denitrification processes (Lu et 
al. 2014). However, the precise interplay between microbial composition 
and process conditions is a future area of research (Saunders et al. 2016).  

In addition to biological process variations, many process units are con-
trolled by on-off actions including sludge pumping, intermittent aeration, 
and sludge scrapers. Such intermittent events can result in large variations or 
regular peaks in related variables.  

2.3.3 Filtering and time related effects on variations in WRRF 
data  

 
The variations in data with respect to frequency content depend on the sam-
pling frequency. The origins of the well-known sampling theorem common-
ly attributed to Shannon or Nyquist is described in (Luke 1999). The theo-
rem states the sampling frequency has to be twice as large as the highest 
frequency that it is desired to detect. This gives a fundamental limit for the 
signal information that it is possible to extract at a given sampling frequency. 
In WRRFs, the biological processes are slow (minutes) and data have there-
fore traditionally been stored in a historic process database with minute or 
higher sampling time. The historic process database is also known as histo-
rian. Another historic reason for using a large sampling time was to limit the 
data storage requirements. 

The sampling time in a modern WRRF control system is shorter com-
pared to the historian, but the data are, on the other hand, stored for a shorter 
time period. For a full-scale implementation of a FD-method it is thus crucial 
to select the appropriate data source with respect to the required time resolu-
tion of the data. For some FD-methods that rely on large amount of historic 
process data, hourly or even 24-hourly resolution might be sufficient as indi-
cated in (Haimi et al. 2016), whereas analyses of sensor noise require resolu-
tion in terms of seconds. So far, the majority of FD-methods applied to 
WRRFs have used process data from historians with a sampling time be-
tween minutes and hours. The reason may be either that minute resolution is 
sufficient or that data from the historian are more easily accessible than data 
directly from the control system. In addition, FD-methods aiming for process 
monitoring rather than fault detection of on-line sensors may also have dif-
ferent time resolution needs. 

Signal filtering is an important tool for suppressing irrelevant variations 
(noise) in signals. The definition of irrelevant is subjective and depends on 
the purpose of the filtered signal. For noise suppression purposes, common 
filters have been described include moving average, exponential, and median 
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filters, detailed in any signal processing textbook, see e.g. (Gustafsson et al. 
2010). Since filtering is a trade-off between noise suppression and signal 
conservation (Gustafsson et al. 2010), more intricate adaptive filters have 
been developed. See (Gustafsson 2000) for an introduction to adaptive filter-
ing. Adaptive filters have however not been applied on a full scale WRRF to 
the author’s knowledge.  

A challenge in practice can be to understand where and what kind of fil-
ters have been applied to the raw sensor signal. Following the signal from its 
measurement origin, analogue filters may be present in the sensor. Further, a 
digital filter is normally present in the sensor’s processing unit followed by 
additional digital filters in the Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition 
(SCADA) system. The fault detection task may be complicated in the sense 
that high-frequency information is lost during filtering, as with too low a 
sampling frequency. An example is spikes in a faulty ammonium sensor, 
which were only visible in a control system which had a high sampling rate, 
and not evident in the historian where data was based on six minute averaged 
values. 

Digital filters applied in real-time leads to a time delay related to the filter 
window length. The response time for the sensor probe or the pumping me-
dia to an analyzer at-line also introduces time delays. Such delays are how-
ever small (seconds or minutes) compared to the delay between a concentra-
tion change in the influent in relation to the effluent, which is of the order of 
hours. Such large delays can be perceived as variations if they are not treated 
properly. 

To understand why time-delayed measurements may be perceived as var-
iations, consider the daily flow pattern for influent ammonium in Figure 2. If 
the WRRF were an ideal plug-flow reactor, the effluent pattern would be a 
delayed copy of the influent pattern (given that no treatment process occurs). 
The time-delay in such a case corresponds to the hydraulic residence time 
within the WRRF. If the concentration difference between the influent and 
effluent at a given time were calculated, there would be a residual between 
the two flow profiles due to the uncompensated time-shift. Extending the 
difference calculation for multiple time instances, the variation in the errors 
would be added to the true concentration difference.  

In practice, internal recirculation flows (e.g. sludge recirculation) in com-
bination with stirred reactor hydraulics (in contrast to ideal plug-flow hy-
draulics) result in a smoothed effluent pattern that is a distorted version of 
the influent pattern. For an efficient treatment process, the effluent ammoni-
um would be zero but less informative as an example. 

The delay in data due to spatial distance within a WRRF is an issue main-
ly when multiple measurements are used simultaneously in a FD-method. 
Examples include mass balance calculations with a short time scale (less 
than one day) and multivariate FD-methods that use a correlation structure 
between the multiple measurements. A first solution is to estimate the aver-
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age hydraulic residence time (time delay) and to use the corresponding time-
lagged measurements in the FD-method. However, the variation in flow 
would still result in a varying residence time with large deviations from the 
average flow (peak and low flows), although the variations due to delays 
would be reduced. 

The problem is reduced if the data sampling frequency is greater than the 
time delay in the WRRF. Thus, for a FD-method using minute sampling 
time, the effect of the delay would be important to consider, whereas a mass 
balance constructed on a monthly basis would not be greatly affected by an 
hourly delay. 

2.3.4 Measurement-related variations 
Data from WRRFs are recorded either by an on-line sensor or by an analyzer 
positioned on-line or in a laboratory. In general, measurements contain var-
iations that result in uncertainties about the true measured value. In control 
theory, electronic measurement noise is commonly assumed to be white 
Gaussian noise and the dominant source of uncertainty. In practice, addition-
al measurement uncertainties exist that complicate the assessment of varia-
tions from sensor data. To characterize sensor performance, a multitude of 
statistics have been described including: accuracy, precision, bias, trueness, 
repeatability, long-term stability, reproducibility, response time, calibration 
uncertainty, non-linearity, measurement noise, coefficient of variation, and 
limit of detection and quantification; to mention the most common. For on-
line sensors at WRRFs, the most relevant performance standard is ISO 
15839:2003 Water quality –  On-line sensors/analysing equipment for water 
–  Specifications and performance tests. 

Although the ISO 15839:2003 standard was specifically developed for 
water quality sensors, few manufacturers follow it. Instead, they use other 
performance statistics or only part of the standard (Beaupré 2010). This 
makes it difficult to obtain a general view of the measurement uncertainties 
at WRRFs. For a comparison between the sensor performance statistics pro-
vided by sensor manufactures and ISO 15839:2003, see (Beaupré 2010). 
Although ISO 15839:2003 includes both recommendations for validation 
under laboratory conditions (without disturbances) and full-scale evaluation, 
the full-scale validation procedures are more of  a general guideline, since 
they strongly depend on local measurement conditions (Beaupré 2010).    

The lack of relevant and general validation procedures is a general prob-
lem and was realized within the strictly regulated pharmaceutical industry 
(Hubert et al. 2004). Here, the need for a simple method for validating quan-
titative analytical procedures  resulted in the measure accuracy profile 
(Hubert et al. 2004; Hubert et al. 2007a; Hubert et al. 2007b, 2008), which 
integrates many of the common performance statistics. Although the concept 
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was developed for analytical procedures, the general framework can also be 
applied to on-line sensors in WRRFs. 

In addition to the variations from the actual on-sensor or analyzer, the lo-
cation of the sensor in the WRRF also affects the measurement variations, 
mainly because of the heterogeneous conditions in the WRRF. The activated 
sludge process is heterogeneous in the sense that it is composed of flocs with 
different compositions (Wilén et al. 2003) and the solids-in-liquid and gases-
in-liquid are unevenly  distributed in the various process units (Samstag et 
al. 2016). The heterogeneity is difficult to quantify, although the current 
research in adopting computational fluid dynamics (CFD) for WRRFs indi-
cates the importance of understanding the heterogeneous conditions, see 
(Karpinska & Bridgeman 2016; Samstag et al. 2016; Wicklein et al. 2016) 
for reviews on the topic.  

Air bubbles (gas-to-liquid) are one major source of heterogeneity that af-
fects on-line sensor measurements. For spectrometer and turbidity measure-
ments, an increase in variance and off-set was noticed due to air bubbles 
(Beaupré 2010). Although the disturbance effect of bubbles has not been 
studied over a wide array of  measurement technologies, it is general 
knowledge that on-line sensors have to be mounted in accordance with the 
manufacturer description, e.g. to avoid air bubbles stuck on the sensor’s 
measurement cell. Methods for characterizing heterogeneous media have 
been suggested (Petersen & Esbensen 2005), although they have not been 
studied for the application of on-line sensors in WRRFs.  

Incorrect sensor mounting should not be considered as normal, but it is 
normally difficult to obtain both an optimal sensor position (from a meas-
urement perspective), and at the same time to allow easy sensor mainte-
nance. This results in a trade-off for the selected sensor location where some 
measurement variations are normally an effect of the sensor location. 

In summary, we know that WRRF data include measurement uncertain-
ties, but we are uncertain about the magnitude of those uncertainties. It is an 
important objective for a fault detection method both to detect when meas-
urement uncertainties exceed normal variation, but also to quantify the un-
certainty magnitude in on-line data. The latter objective was pinpointed dur-
ing the feasibility study, in the most frequently posed question (Table 1) 

“Can I trust this on-line value and more specific, how much can I trust this 
on-line value?” 

2.4 Abnormal variations 
In contrast to normal variations are the abnormal variations. Such variations 
are together with deviations from the normal condition considered to be 
faults. Thus, in this thesis we use the term faulty as the opposite of normal. 
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The borderline between normal and faulty is often subjective, and clear defi-
nitions of the normal and the respective fault conditions are required for 
defining a fault detection problem.  

The framework of hypothesis testing described in Section 2.2 is a com-
mon approach for stating a precise definition of the fault detection problem. 
In an optimal setting, both normal and faulty distributions are known and 
only the detection threshold has to be defined. However, in WRRFs it is 
more common that the normal conditions are vaguely defined due to the 
mentioned variations. Further, only large errors that significantly differ from 
the normal conditions can be defined with certainty. This corresponds to a 
situation where the normal and faulty distributions potentially have a large 
overlap, see Figure 1. 

Nevertheless, it is a good exercise to define the threshold for a fault, even 
if the detection problem only consists of a single variable. By defining the 
detection problem forces one to reflect upon 1) the purpose of the fault de-
tection and 2) which variations and deviations that can be accepted as nor-
mal. Thus, the fault detection problem has to be defined according to what is 
possible to detect and in the perspective of what the information about a fault 
will be used for to be useful. 

One challenge with fault detection in the field of WRRFs is that we ex-
pect to have less historic data for faults, as compared to normal operations 
(at least for a well-functioning WRRF).  The task of only considering 
knowledge for the normal mode is known as one-class classification 
(Pimentel et al. 2014) or imbalanced domain (Branco et al. 2016) which is 
applicable for most safety critical applications and for applications where 
rare events are studied. 

Faults can occur at multiple positions in a WRRF as illustrated in Figure 
4. Although a fault can occur in any location, process and sensor faults are 
the most studied in WRRFs and will be described in the following sections. 
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Figure 4. Schematic illustration of different parts in a WRRF and potential fault 
locations (triangles). Solid lines indicate information flow that is used to control the 
process. Dashed lines indicate blocks that produce data that are transferred through 
e.g. Programmable logic controllers (PLC), Input/output modules (I/O), signal filters 
(Filter), and databases (DB).     

All blocks in Figure 4 generate data that can be used for fault detection. A 
limited number of patterns can be seen in data as symptoms of a fault. Here, 
symptoms refer to the definition in (Isermann & Ballé 1997) as “a change of 
an observable quantity from normal behavior”. A limited number of symp-
toms can be used to describe most faults regardless of their root cause or 
precise location although the symptoms have commonly been considered in 
the context of sensor faults. 
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2.4.1 Sensor faults 
Common sensor fault symptoms are illustrated in Figure 5. The figure is 
adapted from and a summary of the symptoms described in (Rosén 1998; 
Olsson et al. 2005; Rosen et al. 2008; Yoo et al. 2008). 

 
 

 
 

 
Figure 5. Common fault symptoms in sensor signals from WRRFs. The fault symp-
toms were simulated and added to data from a pre-processed dissolved oxygen 
measurement. 

In addition to the symptoms in Figure 5, changes in frequency content has 
been studied in terms of vibration monitoring in e.g. electrical engines 
(Nandi et al. 2005) or wind turbines (De Azevedo et al. 2016), but has not 
been applicable to WRRF process data so far. 

In practice, it is likely that a sensor fault would result in a combination of 
different symptoms. Unfortunately, little work has been done to characterize 
various faults and what symptoms they exhibit. Such knowledge would be 
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invaluable for developing effective FD-methods. As an example of the com-
plexity in fault root cause and the resulting symptoms is the fouling of a 
dissolved oxygen (DO) sensor. It was seen that biofilm growth resulted in 
increased noise in Käppala WRRF (data not shown). In Bromma WRRF, the 
biofilm growth however resulted in a drift and consequentially a bias in the 
DO-signal. Two different DO-sensor brands were used in the two WRRFs. 

It should also be remembered that the occurrence of a fault symptom in 
data indicate that the sensor has already been affected by the root cause fault 
and in that sense may be a too late indication. A visual investigation of the 
sensor could reveal damages or biofilm growth before they result in visual 
fault symptoms. Thus, FD-methods should be regarded as a tool and com-
plement existing sensor quality controls. 

2.4.2 Process faults 
The importance of detecting process faults is related either to treatment effi-
ciency or economic incentives. Thus, the detection tasks should include any 
treatment process unit that is operating below normal capacity, as well as 
excess usage of energy or chemicals. Which processes that are critical to 
monitor depend on the process configuration at a specific WRRF. In conven-
tional wastewater treatment, monitored key processes include the activated 
sludge process (ASP) with biological conversion rates, chemical precipita-
tion, secondary settling, membrane fouling (more recently) and the aeration 
of the ASP. 

Symptoms of process faults may not be as evident in data as sensor faults. 
As an example, changes in the treatment efficiency for a biological process 
are in general slow compared to sensor faults and would result in a gradual 
drift. From a fault detection perspective it is important to distinguish process 
faults that result in minor or major effects. A rare event with major conse-
quences is when toxic components are present in the influent. The toxic 
components can inhibit the bacteria in the biological process rapidly (hours 
or days) and may even destroy the entire biological treatment process. The 
adaption back to normal of the biological process from such toxic event is 
slow, therefore crucial to avoid. 

Key performance indicators (KPI’s) have been suggested for process 
monitoring where total nitrogen removal per chemical oxygen demand 
(COD) and mole precipitation metals  per mole phosphorus removed are 
examples of KPI’s (Ingildsen 2002). A requirement for calculating KPI’s is 
correct data, which highlights the difficulty in distinguishing process faults 
from sensor faults. Further, process faults can also exhibit similar symptoms 
as sensor faults including drift and bias. The decrease in ammonia load and 
drift in ammonia sensor in Figure 2 is a good illustration of a drift either 
caused by a process or a sensor fault. 
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Similarly as sensor faults, the time series of KPI’s can be analyzed for 
drift or change in variance. We can expect normal variations in KPI’s due to 
mentioned sources of variation, especially during changes in influent such as 
flow, temperature, load changes and composition of organic matter in terms 
of degradable and inert organic matter. Even if a change in the influent is not 
a process fault in a strict sense, it is still a process related change which is 
important to distinguish from a sensor fault.  

One possibility to separate different process faults from sensor faults is to 
by selecting an appropriate time-scale for the monitored variables. As men-
tioned, biological process faults have slow changes which indicate that fault 
detection aiming for such faults should be conducted at low frequencies in 
data. Multi time-scale monitoring for WRRFs was suggested in (Rosén 
2001) to separate slow dynamics (bacteria changes) from medium (concen-
tration changes) and fast dynamics (hydraulic changes).  

A challenge for studying process faults is that little historic data exist. 
Similarly as for sensor faults, more knowledge exists about the normal con-
dition and the sources for variations. 
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3 Examples of fault detection methods related 
to WRRFs  

A non-comprehensive review of various fault detection methods applied to 
WRRFs is described in this chapter. The review showed that very few papers 
were applied in on-line implementations.  

3.1 Historic development of the field of fault detection 
The field of fault detection and diagnosis is broad in the sense that most ex-
isting modelling methods can be adopted for fault detection purposes. As a 
result, a wide array of FD-methods has been developed for various applica-
tions. The original driving force for developing fault diagnosis systems was 
safety critical applications starting with aerospace applications and electro-
cardiograms in the 1970’s (Willsky 1976) followed by chemical processes 
(Himmelblau 1978), and submarines and space vehicles (Gertler 1988). 
More recently, anomaly detection has become increasingly important for the 
financial sector in terms of fraud detection (Abdallah et al. 2016). 

As the field of fault detection evolved, numerous ways of classifying the 
FD-methods have been suggested. In an early review by Gertler (1988), 
model- and non-model based fault diagnosis system was sufficient to distin-
guish existing FD-methods (Gertler 1988). Later, Isermann & Ballé (1997) 
reviewed five years development within the field and classified fault detec-
tion methods according to: observer based, parity space based, parameter 
estimation, frequency spectral analysis, and neural networks based fault de-
tections methods. Change detection and fault classification methods were 
classified as: neural nets, fuzzy logic, Bayes classification, or hypothesis 
testing (Isermann & Ballé 1997). In the three part extensive review by 
Venkatasubramanian et al. (2003), process fault detection methods were 
classified as either: quantitative model based, qualitative model based and 
process history based were each group contained several sub-groups. For the 
application of nuclear power plants, fault detection and diagnosis methods 
were classified as: model-based, data-driven, and signal based (Ma & Jiang 
2011) were a similar classification was used in (Qin 2012) for process moni-
toring methods including the groups: model-, signal-, knowledge based, and 
hybrid and active fault diagnosis methods. In a recent review, computer 
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based methods for data management in WRRF applications were divided in 
order of complexity: Low-level data checking, basic or advanced infor-
mation extraction, and Human-interpretable information extraction and 
knowledge management, see (Corominas et al. 2017). 

3.2 Building blocks of fault detection methods 
The inconsistency in classifying FD-methods is confusing in order to under-
stand why various FD-methods have been successful in different applica-
tions. A common approach for the FD-method reviews has been to describe 
the occurrence of FD-methods and their applications. This is however of 
little use for this work, since it is mainly the interplay between characteris-
tics of data and the FD-method that is interesting for understanding the ra-
tionale of a FD-method. From a mathematical perspective, it does not matter 
whether data originate from a pressure sensor in a WRRF or a nuclear power 
plant. What does matter is if the data characteristics widely differ between 
the applications in such way that the fault detection task becomes more or 
less complicated. Therefore the illustration in Figure 6, adapted from 
(Venkatasubramanian et al. 2003), is appealing to assess how and why cer-
tain FD-methods have been successful in specific applications.  

 

 
Figure 6. Transformation of measurement data to information suited for fault detec-
tion and diagnosis. Adapted from (Venkatasubramanian et al. 2003).  

The main point in Figure 6 is that it illustrates a FD-method as a combina-
tion of two data transformation step relating measurement space with feature 
and decision space. Transformation to feature space can be explained as raw 
data (measurement space) that are pre-processed in such a way that certain 
characteristics (features) become clear and better describe the difference 
between the normal and faulty mode, compared to measurement space. We 
thus use our a priori knowledge about the detection problem by considering 
relevant features. An example of a signal’s feature is its variance. In the next 
step ending in denoted decision space, a decision is made based on some test 
statistic. Such statistic could either be probabilistic such as the likelihood 
ratio in (3) or a manually set threshold. The last transformation step extends 
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the binary fault detection task to a diagnosis decision with multiple fault 
hypotheses. Note that the decision space will be limited by the information 
provided from the feature space. At the same time, valued information from 
feature space will be of little use if a poor decision rule is applied. This in-
terplay between feature and decision space is a hallmark of FD-methods.  

Separating FD-methods in feature and decision space may increase our 
understanding of why and how some FD-methods are successful. Further, 
the division is useful for distinguishing FD-methods that can be applied in 
multiple ways. As an example, consider a model used as part of a FD-
method, which can either be used for predictions (residual generation) or for 
detecting changes in the model itself (recursive parameter estimation). For 
increasing the understanding of FD-methods applied to WRRFs, the aspects 
in Table 2 are interesting to consider. 

Table 2. Aspect to consider for evaluating and developing fault detection methods in 
the field of WRRFs.  

Aspects to consider for fault detection methods 

Inference and handling of normal variations 
Sampling frequency for measurement data 
How does the FD-method cope with long-term variations such as seasonal effects and other 
characteristics of WRRF data? 
Specific limitations for applying the FD-method, e.g. on data requirements 
Simple to apply in terms of tuning and setting thresholds in decision space? 
Effectiveness in terms of detection and false alarm probabilities and their related time per-
formance measures 

3.3 Data sources for evaluating fault detection methods 
When FD-methods are developed and evaluated, the data used for evaluation 
are essential. Three main data types are common: simulated data, experi-
mental data, and full-scale operational data, each type with different merits 
and draw-backs. Therefore, a thorough evaluation of FD-methods should be 
made with at least simulated and full-scale data (either operational or exper-
imental) to verify functionality in both practice and theory. 

3.3.1 Simulated data 
Simulations are useful to design data sets to study specific aspects of a fault 
detection problem and to be able to replicate simulations without extensive 
experimental costs. In simulated data it is also straightforward to label ob-
servations as normal or faulty which makes it easy to evaluate all perfor-
mance measures including time to detection and average run length between 
false alarms. Simulated data are thus ideal for comparisons of different FD-
methods. The draw-back of simulations is that they are based on a simplified 
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reality. It is hard to simulate true noise and variations as exist in real data. As 
mentioned in Section 2.4, limited knowledge exists in how sensor and pro-
cess faults appear in data. Further, the occurrence and magnitude of different 
faults types as in Figure 5 is largely unknown in the field of WRRFs.  

3.3.2 Full-scale operational data 
Full-scale operational data from a WRRF include many difficulties that need 
to be handled, besides the actual fault detection problem. More specific, data 
pre-processing can be time-consuming and include the handling of outliers, 
missing data, closing mass balances and labelling time periods were known 
process or sensor faults occurred. The last challenge of labelling data as 
normal or faulty is the most difficult task, since the true value is unknown. 
This is problematic for two reasons. Firstly, normal data will most likely 
contain faulty samples thereby increasing the normal variation and in the 
end, decreasing the detection probability for the FD-method. In such situa-
tion, the false alarm rate will also be overestimated. Secondly, if the start 
time for the root cause fault is unknown, how the fault evolves in time will 
be uncertain until the fault is clearly visible in data. It is therefore not possi-
ble to apply performance measures such as time to detection. 

For large data sets spanning several years, it is also important to consider 
changes in the process layout and control as this would result in large chang-
es in data. This is especially important when multiple measurements are used 
and the probability increase that some measurement has been affected by a 
process change.  

The advantage of full-scale data sets is that they are more realistic than 
simulated data. Further, large data set can be obtained that allow for evalua-
tion of seasonal variations. Fault detection methods that are successfully 
applied to full-scale data off-line indicate that the method as such would be 
successful on-line. 

An on-line implementation in full-scale has to overcome additional im-
plementation obstacles compared to when full-scale data are evaluated off-
line. For example, data pre-processing on-line can be limited in comparison 
to an off-line situation. Further, the automation and process IT infrastructure 
may add limitations to how the actual implementation of the FD-method can 
be done. From a literature review perspective, research results based on data 
from a full-scale on-line implementation should therefore be given larger 
credibility than if only off-line full-scale data have been used for evaluation. 

3.3.3 Experimental data 
In between simulated and full-scale operational data are experimental data 
conducted at lab-, pilot-, or full-scale. The experimental data differ from 
operational full-scale data in the sense that the experimental conditions have 
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been detailed for the experiment’s purpose. Faults can be introduced during 
realistic conditions with known start and stop times. It is also possible to 
study how a root cause fault evolves in time and later appear in data. In ex-
periments, more time is spent on evaluating data and the studied process 
compared to full-scale operations which result in data with increased certain-
ty. 

The draw-back of experimental data is that experiments are costly and 
time-consuming. In addition, the experimental set-up may not be representa-
tive of conventional full-scale operations due to down scale effects (lab-, or 
pilot-scale experiments) or due to extensive instrumentation that are not 
available in practice. If the experiments are costly, this may lead to shorter 
experimental time periods than would actually be required. It is thus im-
portant to make efforts to extend experimental periods to cover annual varia-
tions that can have a large impact on the results. 

3.4 Fault detection methods applied in WRRFs 
For understanding which FD-methods that have been successful in full-scale 
applications, a non-comprehensive literature review was conducted for the 
purpose of this thesis. An inherent difficulty in using a literature review as 
basis for understanding successful full-scale applications are the opposing 
goals of applied engineering and the academic publication procedure. The 
main driver for research articles is to disseminate novel knowledge whereas 
engineering applications search for approved solutions. This difficulty is also 
present in the research field of WRRFs, although the research as such is ap-
plied to a large extent. 

3.4.1 Review of reported full-scale implementations of fault 
detection methods in WRRFs  

The literature search was based on a combination of equivalent keywords for 
the application (wastewater, waste-water, WWTP, WRRF etc.) and purpose 
(fault-, change-, anomaly detection, data validation, process monitoring) 
with the requirement to also include the term full-scale (fullscale, full scale). 
Journal, conference, or review articles matching the mentioned combination 
(either in title, abstract or keywords) until 2017 were considered. Scopus 
(www.scopus.com) was used as main source for the literature search since it 
covers most relevant literature sources. Conference proceedings from the 
International Federation of Automatic Control (IFAC) were not completely 
covered by Scopus, especially for publications before 2002. For this reason, 
ScienceDirect (www.sciencedirect.com) was used as complement, applying 
the search terms for IFAC publications specifically. The publications were 
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further sorted by only including full-scale municipal wastewater applica-
tions. Case studies using full-scale data but without an actual implementation 
were excluded. Industrial wastewater treatment plants were not considered 
since they have other influent variation patterns and concentration ranges 
compared to municipal WRRFs. 

The Scopus search generated 43 articles of which only one article fulfilled 
all criteria for the search. The article was entitled “On real-time control and 
process monitoring of wastewater treatment plants: Real-time process moni-
toring” and describes the implementation of principal component analysis 
for monitoring of activated sludge process and the on-line sensors therein, 
see (Wade et al. 2005). The ScienceDirect search generated one publication, 
which was not a full-scale implementation and therefore excluded. The 
searches were probably not exclusive and some publications may exist, but 
still the low number of publications with actual implementations was sur-
prising considering that the targeted application WRRF is strongly applied.  

The main reason for the few articles with an on-line implementation com-
pared to the total number of hits was explained by the fact that most publica-
tions used off-line full-scale data. In some publications, e.g. in (Baggiani & 
Marsili-Libelli 2009), the off-line data were fed in a sequential fashion to the 
FD-method to resemble a full-scale environment. 

A second search was made but where the term full-scale was excluded. 
The second search resulted in 493 articles in Scopus and 27 in ScienceDirect 
(IFAC conference articles), indicating that even off-line full-scale data are 
not standard for evaluating FD-methods. 

From an academic perspective, it could be argued to be sufficient with 
off-line data, the same data as in full-scale are still used and as a comple-
ment, simulated data allows for detailed comparisons between FD-methods. 
From a publication perspective it is obviously sufficient with either full-scale 
off-line data or simulated data, without on-line implementations. The ques-
tion remains whether this is sufficient in practice to reach the research goal – 
to contribute to robust wastewater treatment in WRRFs on a full scale. 
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4 Concluding remarks and future work 

The topic of this licentiate thesis is fault detection in water resource recovery 
facilities (WRRFs). The results from this work showed that large variation in 
the signals from the WRRF complicate the fault detection task. 
 Experiments were carried out to isolate the fault detection task to a specific 
sensor at tailored conditions, in order to avoid interference from process 
variations. Here, changes in the signal from the dissolved oxygen (DO) sen-
sor during an air-cleaning procedure were studied to detect biofilm fouling. 
Although the signal changes were not as sensitive as expected towards bio-
film fouling, other faults in the sensor membrane were revealed indicating 
the method’s usefulness for fault diagnosis. 

The effect of artificial fouling differed from real biofilm fouling and at the 
same time, different DO measurement-techniques showed different fault 
signatures. This stresses the importance of studying real sensor faults under 
real conditions. The work described in this thesis also highlights the useful-
ness of comparing standard methods with more elaborate methods to achieve 
a good trade-off between performance and complexity. This is especially 
important in full-scale implementations since few fault detection methods 
described in the literature have been implemented on a full scale to actually 
improve the WRRF’s operations.  

Future work could involve the following topics: 
 

 An extended evaluation of biofilm fouling on a DO-sensor and improve 
the fault detection approach as suggested in paper 2. Furthermore, sen-
sors measuring suspended solids and ammonium could be studied in a 
similar setting where common faults and their signatures are evaluated. 

 An interesting future study would include how a standard moving win-
dow filters can automatically be tuned and applied to aggregated WRRF 
data. Part of the work, not presented in this thesis, concerns automatic 
data validation. Aggregated data would include a few variables with a 
causal relationship as for example ratios of equivalent measurements in 
parallel treatment lines or key process performance indicators. In addi-
tion, the Kalman filter bank is a promising and more elaborate method 
than the standard filter methods, and this could be included for compari-
son. 

 The standard procedure to detect bias in on-line sensors is to compare 
the sensor value with a laboratory analysis. The optimal number of la-
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boratory samples required to obtain a sufficient bias detection is not ob-
vious. This depends on the drift and variance in the sensor in combina-
tion with the uncertainty in the sample. It is important to solve this prob-
lem in order to obtain data of good from on-line sensors. 
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Gaussian process regression for monitoring and fault

detection of wastewater treatment processes

Oscar Samuelsson, Anders Björk, Jesús Zambrano and Bengt Carlsson

ABSTRACT

Monitoring and fault detection methods are increasingly important to achieve a robust and

resource efficient operation of wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs). The purpose of this paper

was to evaluate a promising machine learning method, Gaussian process regression (GPR), for

WWTP monitoring applications. We evaluated GPR at two WWTP monitoring problems: estimate

missing data in a flow rate signal (simulated data), and detect a drift in an ammonium sensor (real

data). We showed that GPR with the standard estimation method, maximum likelihood estimation

(GPR-MLE), suffered from local optima during estimation of kernel parameters, and did not give

satisfactory results in a simulated case study. However, GPR with a state-of-the-art estimation

method based on sequential Monte Carlo estimation (GPR-SMC) gave good predictions and did not

suffer from local optima. Comparisons with simple standard methods revealed that GPR-SMC

performed better than linear interpolation in estimating missing data in a noisy flow rate signal. We

conclude that GPR-SMC is both a general and powerful method for monitoring full-scale WWTPs.

However, this paper also shows that it does not always pay off to use more sophisticated methods.

New methods should be critically compared against simpler methods, which might be good

enough for some scenarios.
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INTRODUCTION

Monitoring methods are important tools for detecting pro-

cess and sensor faults in wastewater treatment plants
(WWTPs). Faults that influence the treatment process have
to be detected and corrected to manage increasingly strict

effluent demands. At the same time, automatic process con-
trol is an essential part of an efficient treatment process, and
is dependent on reliable sensor measurements.

Large amounts of process data have been available at
WWTPs for a long time, and the most studied method to
exploit the data for monitoring purposes, is principal com-
ponent analysis (PCA). Although proposed for WWTP

applications more than 30 years ago (Aarnio & Minkkinen
), PCA is still an active research area (Haimi ).
Some of the research has been done to extended PCA to

handle non-linear interactions in kernel-PCA (Lee et al.
), multiple models in Multiway PCA (Yoo et al. ),

and in combination with other data processing methods

(Qin et al. ).
Similarly as at WWTPs, the amount of available data has

increased in many other areas, especially where the Internet

has been a driving force. Discovering that data are not equiv-
alent with useful information, large efforts have been done
to develop computer-based algorithms that extract infor-

mation from big data. This has resulted in a research area
called machine learning, which can be defined as methods
that can learn and make predictions from data (Kohavi &
Provost ). Machine learning has successfully been

applied for monitoring processes other than WWTPs.
Some examples include: Gaussian process regression
(GPR) for monitoring the melting index of polyethene in

multigrade process (Liu et al. ), deep learning for moni-
toring product quality in petroleum refinery process (Shang
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et al. ), and support vector machines and k-nearest
neighbourhood for classification of faults in a chemical pro-
cess with incomplete data (Askarian et al. ). Although
most machine learning methods are not new methods,

they might still be new in a WWTP monitoring context
and, therefore, interesting to study.

GPR is one machine learning method, promising for
monitoring applications at WWTPs. The method is flexible

(can handle non-linear problems), non-parametric (does
not require parameter selection), and probabilistic (predic-
tions include an uncertainty estimate) (Rasmussen &

Williams ). In fact, these three properties have proved
to be useful to solve problems related to monitoring includ-
ing change detection (Garnett et al. ), process

modelling (Ranjan et al. ), and fault detection (Boškoski
et al. ). However, few papers have studied GPR applied
to WWTPs (Ažman & Kocijan ; Južnic ̌-Zonta et al.
; Liu et al. ), of which only Liu et al. () studied
how GPR could be used for monitoring purposes. Thus,
GPR has not been studied to the same extent as PCA despite
its promises.

Although GPR is a promising method, it has two poten-
tial drawbacks that could limit its usage in full-scale
applications. First, a proper kernel (parametric autocovar-

iance function) has to be selected by the user, which is a
key step in GPR. This is commonly described as a strength
of GPR, since the user can include prior knowledge of the

system by selecting a proper kernel (Rasmussen & Williams
). However, most papers that apply GPR only use the
standard kernel and do not consider other kernels. Also, a
separate research field has developed on how to construct

new kernels, see e.g. Duvenaud (). This indicates that
kernel selection may not be as straightforward as originally
claimed, which could make it hard for a WWTP engineer to

adopt GPR as a new method.
The second potential drawback concerns the estimation

of a kernel’s parameters. Commonly, the parameters are

obtained by maximum likelihood estimation (MLE). How-
ever, this estimation method is also known to give bad
solutions if several local optima exist (non-convex optimiz-

ation problem). Although the risk with local optima has
been acknowledged in both textbooks and papers, few
papers quantify its impact when GPR is applied to real pro-
blems. Any full-scale monitoring method has to be robust

and deliver correct results every time, and it is therefore cru-
cial to evaluate the impact of local optima of GPR in WWTP
applications.

To summarize, we know that GPR is a promising
method that could improve monitoring of WWTPs, but we

lack knowledge of the impact of some potential drawbacks.

Further, we know little about GPR applied to WWTPs and
therefore, also, how good GPR is compared to existing
WWTP monitoring methods.

In this paper, we give a detailed introduction to GPR and
how it can be applied for monitoring applications at WWTPs.
Further, we study whether the potential drawbacks of GPR
can be handled. We introduce the theory of GPR and two var-

iants of GPR: (1) GPR with maximum likelihood estimation
(GPR-MLE), which is the standard approach, and (2) a state-
of the-art variant of GPR that uses a sequential Monte Carlo

approach for estimation (GPR-SMC) (Svensson et al. ).
Both GPR variants use the same model structure, a Gaussian
process (GP), but they approximate and estimate the GP’s par-

ameter distribution differently.
Firstly, we evaluate the potential drawback with local

optima ina simulatedcase study,where themonitoringproblem
is to estimate missing data in a flow rate signal. We also study

whether a priori of the flow rate signal (periodicity) is easily
included in the kernel. For both potential drawbacks, GPR-
SMC and GPR-MLE are compared in the simulated case

study. Secondly, we evaluate the most promising method,
GPR-SMC, on real data with the monitoring task to detect a
drift in ammonium on-line sensor values. As always, new

methods should be critically evaluated and compared against
existing methods. Here, we used linear interpolation in the
first case study and linear regression in the second to assess

the benefit of using GPR compared to existing simple methods.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

GPR combines properties from multivariate Gaussian distri-
butions with Bayesian statistics to obtain a regression model
that is flexible and give an uncertainty estimate of the predic-

tions. Firstly, we introduce the theory about GPR. Secondly,
we introduce the two GPR variants, GPR-SMC and GPR-
MLE, and their differences in approximating and estimating
the kernel parameter distributions. Thirdly, we give a step-by-

step instruction for applyingGPR-MLE andGPR-SMC in prac-
tice. Finally, we describe the two case studies in this paper.

GPs

GPs have been popular for two properties. Firstly, a GP is a
stochastic process that is completely defined by the multi-
variable Gaussian probability distribution. Secondly, the

best unbiased prediction is a linear combination of pre-
viously observed values.
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A GP is a distribution of functions with function values

f(x) at inputs x defined as

f(x)∼GP(m(x), k(xi, xj)) ¼ N(m(x), k(xi, xj)), (1)

where x is size n ×m with n inputs and m variables, and
k(xi, xj) expresses the covariance between input i and j,
where i, j ¼ {1, . . . , N}. Thus, the indices i and j are not

necessarily time indices, but indicate the different inputs in
a specific data set. Note that k(xi, xj) is an n × n matrix
regardless of the number of variables. In (1),

m(x)≜ E [f(x)] (2)

is the mean function, and the covariance function is
defined as

k(xi, xj)≜ E [f(xi)�m(xi)] [f(xj)�m(xj)]
T , (3)

where E(�) denotes the expectation operator.
The best unbiased prediction f(x�) at one unobserved x�,

is a linear combination of previous function values f(x). This
holds from the general property that two jointly Gaussian

vectors, here f(x) and f(x�)

f(x)
f(x�)

� �
∼N m(x)

m(x�)

� �
,

k(xi, xj) k(x�i , xj)

k(x�i , xj)
T k(x�i , x

�
j )

" # !
, (4)

are also conditionally Gaussian distributed, with mean

m(x�jx) ¼ k(x�i , xj)
T k(xi, xj)

�1 f(x) (5)

and covariance matrix

k(x�jx) ¼ k(x�i , x
�
j )� k(x�i , xj)

T k(xi, xj)
�1k(x�i , xj): (6)

This can be written as

f(x�jx)∼N(m(x�jx), k(x�jx)), (7)

where m(x�jx) should be read as the mean of x�, conditioned
on x. In other words, given the function values f(x), we

obtain the predicted mean m(x�jx) as a linear combination
of the covariance between observed and unobserved
inputs k(x�i , xj)

T k(xi, xj)
�1, and of the observed function

values f(x). From (6) we also get the variance k(x�jx) of the
predicted mean, which is used as an uncertainty measure
of the prediction.

One limitation with GPR is that a large n × n covariance
matrix has to be inverted to obtain the predictions in (5) and
(6). The computation time increase exponentially with n3,
which limits the training data to a few thousand data.

Approximations for handling large data have been suggested

(Quiñonero-Candela & Rasmussen ) but were not con-

sidered in this paper.

Covariance functions

In machine learning literature, a covariance function
kθ(xi, xj) is called a kernel, where θ refers to its parameters.

The most common kernel is the squared exponential kernel

kSingle(xi, xj) ¼ θ1 exp � (xi � xj)
2

2θ22

" #
(8)

with the parameters θ1 and θ2. Many other kernels have
been suggested, see Duvenaud () for a recent work
about the properties of different kernels applied to GPR.

Regression with GPs

In a general regression problem, we observe data y(x) and
try to describe the underlying function f(x) that is corrupted
by additive noise E(x)
y(x) ¼ f(x)þ E(x): (9)

As an example, a linear regression problem would be to
estimate θ1 and θ2 in f(x) ¼ θ1 þ θ2x. The standard method

to solve this problem is ordinary least squares (OLS),
which is described in statistical textbooks, see e.g. Kay
().

In GPR, both f(x) and E(x) are modelled as two indepen-
dent GPs, where E(x) is described with a constant noise θσ2

E(x)∼GP(0, kWN(xi, xj)), kWN(xi, xj) ¼ θσ2 In, (10)

where In is the identity matrix. Following the law of

variances for independent covariance functions, the covari-
ance of the final GP model Mθ(x) is the sum of the two
covariance functions kSingle(xi, xj) and kWN(xi, xj), therefore
we have

Mθ(x)∼GP m(x), kθ(xi, xj)
� �

,

kθ(xi, xj) ¼ kSingle(xi, xj)þ kWN(xi, xj),
(11)

where the regression task is to estimate the parameters θ

from a data set X, Y. Here, X and Y include all observations

i ¼ 1, . . . , n for xi and yi. See Perez-Cruz et al. () for a
comparison between traditional and Bayesian regression
with GPR.

Bayesian regression

Bayesian regression relies on Bayes rule which combines
prior knowledge p(Mθ), together with the likelihood
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p(X, Y jMθ) of a data set X, Y, resulting in a posterior prob-

ability distribution p(MθjX, Y) according to

p(MθjX, Y) ¼ p(X, Y jMθ)p(Mθ)Ð
p(X, Y jMθ)p(Mθ)dθ

: (12)

InGPR, the prior knowledge p(Mθ) consists of themodel
Mθ, see (11), with an assumed probability distribution of the
parameters p(θ). For example, a squared exponential kernel

(8) as prior model, means that the data in X and Y are realiz-
ations from (8). The posterior distribution describes the
probability of the model with parameters, given the data
and prior assumptions, in contrast to the likelihood where

the distribution describes the probability of data, given the
model and parameters. Note that the posterior distribution
(12) makes it possible to compare the probability of different

models with each other, given the same data set.
Predictions from the posterior model are made by using

the fact that p(MθjX, Y) in (12) is a GP, and likewise a multi-

variate normal distribution. Therefore, (7) can be used to
obtain the predictive distribution of the output y(x�jX)
for a desired input x�. Thus, the predictive distribution is
given by

p(y�jX, Y , Mθ)∼N(m(x�jx), kθ(x�jx)): (13)

GPR can in theory be non-parametric. To obtain a non-

parametric GPR we integrate (13) and the prior distribution
for all parameters

p(y�jX, Y , M) ¼
ð
p(y�jX, Y , Mθ)p(Mθ)dθ, (14)

where the resulting predictive distribution p(y�jX, Y , M)

does not depend on parameter values. This procedure is
known as marginalization and can be seen as a weighting
of different models with their respective probabilities. Unfor-

tunately, (14) is in general analytically intractable, meaning
that it has to be approximated in practical applications. In
this paper, we use two different approximations of (14) with

two different estimation methods GPR-MLE and GPR-SMC.

GPR-MLE: maximum likelihood variant

The most common approximation for (14) is to replace the

integral in (14) with the maximum likelihood estimate
(MLE). The MLE uses the parameter set θ̂ML that maximizes
the predictive density p(y�jx, y, Mθ̂MLE

)

θ̂MLE ¼ arg max
θ

� 1
2
ln kθ(xi, xj)
�� ��� 1

2
YTkθ(xi, xj)

�1Y � n
2
ln (2π)

� �
: (15)

That is, the integral of the complete parameter distri-

bution in (14) is approximated with a point estimate. This
approximation has two drawbacks. Firstly, the solution to
(15) is a non-convex optimization problem with multiple

solutions. Secondly, the point estimate in (15) is a poor esti-
mate for parameter distributions with multiple modes. The
impact of the second drawback depends on the optimization
problem and cannot be avoided. However, the first draw-

back could be relieved by using a global optimization
(GO) method, instead of a local optimization method.
Note that GOs are not guaranteed to find the global opti-

mum within finite time, although they commonly provide
better solutions than a pure local search. See Moles et al.
() for a comparison of different GOs applied for par-

ameter estimation of biochemical systems.
In this paper, we used a conjugate gradient optimization

method implemented in Gaussian Processes for Machine
Learning (GPML)-toolbox (Rasmussen & Nickisch )

to estimate (15). The method finds a local minimum based
on an initial start guess. We used the method because it is
the standard optimization method implemented in the

well-spread GPML-toolbox for GPR (Rasmussen & Nick-
isch ) and is simple to use. A GO method would be a
feasible alternative for optimization problems with multiple

local optima, but would also increase the complexity for the
user due to tuning efforts of the GO.

GPR-SMC: sequential Monte Carlo variant

In this paper, we also considered a less common approxi-
mation of (14) and estimation method, namely sequential
Monte Carlo for Gaussian processes (GPR-SMC) described

in Svensson et al. (). Here, the probability distribution
in (14) is approximated as

p̂(y�jX, Y , M) ¼
XK
k¼1

w(k)p(y�jX, Y , Mθ kð Þ ), (16)

where w(k) are K weights that are normalized asPK
k¼1 w

(k) ¼ 1. This approximation differs most notably

from (15) due to its use of multiple estimates, in contrast
to the single point estimate in (15). The multiple estimates
are supplied by a particle filter, which, in short, uses a set
of estimates (the particles) with different weighting, to

approximate the complete probability distribution in (14).
However, note that both GPR-MLE and GPR-SMC use the
same original model structure, the GP, but mainly differ in

how the parameter distribution in (14) is approximated
and estimated.
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One reason for using the more complex estimate (16) is

that the predictive GPR model becomes non-parametric, or
at least less dependent on the GPR’s parameter values. This
should, in theory, also result in a better model in terms of

mean and variance prediction of the GPR. The drawback of
(16) is that it is computationally demanding (a) when many
particles are used (may be required for a good approximation
of the parameter distribution) and (b) for high dimensions

(many parameter distributions to estimate). It is beyond the
scope of this paper to introduce the research area of sequen-
tial Monte Carlo methods and particle filters, and Schön et al.
() and Gustafsson (), respectively, provide thorough
introductions to the two research areas.

Work flow – GPR in practice

GPR-MLE and GPR-SMC were motivated from comprehen-
sive theory. However, we can apply the methods

straightforward once a suitable kernel and parameter
limits have been selected. The work flow for applying
GPR-MLE and GPR-SMC step-by-step, is given in Table 1.

Case study 1: missing data in a simulated flow rate
signal

The purpose of the first case study was to a) serve as an
introductory example of how GPR can be applied to univari-
ate time series, and b) to compare the standard GPR-MLE

with GPR-SMC and simple existing methods in a relevant
WWTP monitoring problem. The intention was to compare
the methods predictive performances, and at the same time

study the impact of the aforementioned two potential draw-
backs (local optima, and kernel selection). We chose the
introductory problem to estimate missing data in a simu-
lated flow rate signal for several reasons.

• A simulated case study enables a simple comparison

between true and estimated values. In addition, simu-
lations allow for repeated well defined experiments.

• Missing data are a common issue in monitoring appli-

cations. Data can be missing due to sensor faults, data
transfer issues, outliers or stuck values that have to be
replaced (Schraa et al. ).

• Well established influent flow generators exist that can

generate realistic flow rate signals including periodicities
(daily, weekly, and seasonal variations) and stochastic
extreme events (rain and snowmelt periods), see e.g.

Gernaey et al. ().

• The flow rate signal is a representative process variable for
WWTPs since the flow is correlated to many measured

nutrient concentrations. Thus, a majority of the monitored
process variables at WWTPs exhibit similar characteristics
such as periodicities and stochastic extreme events.

• A familiar univariate estimation problem is easy to visual-

ize and interpret as an introductory example.

Two common approaches to replace missing data are
either to linearly interpolate over the data gap (referred to
as Interpolation), or use the last known data point before

the data gap as estimate (referred to as Last Value). Here,
we used Interpolation and Last Value to assess the benefit
of using GPR-MLE and GPR-SMC.

A simulated flow rate signal, resembling 10 years of
influent with 15 min sampling time, was generated with
the influent generator described in Gernaey et al. ()

with the default parameter settings. Further, we added Gaus-
sian noise with two different standard deviations:

• Low noise level: σ¼ 135 m3/h. This was equivalent to 0.5
percent of maximum flow rate, which is the rec-
ommended maximum repeatability level for

measurements in Parshall flumes (Kulin ).

• High noise level: σ¼ 3,000 m3/h, which was considered
to be a noisy but still realistic flow rate signal.

Data were removed at 100 random positions in both the

low and high noise signals. This was repeated four times with
gap length of 1, 8, 16, and 24 samples (15 min, 2 h, 4 h, and
6 h), which resulted in a total of eight different faulty signals.

The estimation performance was evaluated as normal-

ized root mean squared error (NRMSE) between the true
y ið Þ and estimated value dy ið Þ at each missing data position
i, normalized with the full signals, Y, standard deviation

NRMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
(1=M)

PM
i¼1 (y(i)�dy(i))2q

std(Y)
: (17)

Table 1 | Work flow for applying GPR-MLE and GPR-SMC in practice

Step GPR-MLE GPR-SMC

1) Select kernel kθ(xi, xj) and training data X, Y

2) Set initial parameter
values and optimization
settings

Select prior parameter
distribution p(θ) and GPR-
SMC settings

3) Run optimization method,
find θ̂MLE

Run GPR-SMC and
approximate posterior
distribution of parameters

4) Select x� where the distribution of y� will be predicted

5) Predict y� with Mθ̂MLE
(x�) Predict y� as a weighted mean

of the posterior distribution
p̂(y�jx, y, M)
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In (17), M is the length of the missing data gap times the

total number of gaps. Thus, for a signal with gap length 16,
NRMSE was calculated with M equal to 1,600.

Two kernels were evaluated, as follows.

Single kernel(s): the squared exponential kernel in (8).
The single kernel is indicated with a lowercase s, GPR-
MLEs and GPR-SMCs.

Combined kernel (c): a combination of (8) and a peri-

odic kernel

kCombined(xi, xj) ¼ kSingle(xi, xj)

þ θ3kSingle(xi, xj) θ
2
6 cos

2π
θ7

(xi � xj)
� �

:

(18)

and the combined kernel is indicated with a lowercase c as,
GPR-MLE-c and GPR-SMC-c.

The combined kernel was used to include our prior
knowledge about the periodic characteristics of the flow
rate signal. In this first case study, time was the input (regres-

sand) expressed as xi at time instant i, and flow rate was the
output (regressor) expressed as f(x).

A uniform distribution was used as prior distribution for
parameters in GPR-MLEs and GPR-MLEc. The same inter-

val was used to randomly initialize the optimization for
GPR-MLEs and GPR-MLEc, see step 2 in Table 1. Two
days before (192 data points) and 2 days after the data gap

were used as training data. Thus, for each signal with 100
data gaps, 100 local GPR-MLE and GPR-SMC models
were obtained. Settings for GPR-SMC and prior distri-

butions are given in the supplementary material (available
with the online version of this paper).

Case study 2: detecting abnormal air flow-nitrified
ammonium ratios

The intention of the second case study was to study GPR on

a real data set and to study whether GPR could be used for
model based fault detection. Here, we used GPR to build a
simple process model the by describing the air requirement

as a function of nitrification rate, a relationship that is not
necessary linear. Thus, the promises of GPR allow us to
build a well defined process model based on qualitative pro-
cess knowledge and process data. Given such a model based

on historic data, we could compare new measurement with
the model’s predictions and detect deviations in the ammo-
nia measurement. Drift in ammonium on-line sensor

measurements have limited the performance of ammonium
based controllers, still, the sensors are common in full-scale

control applications (Åmand ). In this second case

study, we monitored the accuracy of an ammonium
on-line sensor positioned in the pre-sedimentation basin
(NH4in), with GPR-SMC. We only used GPR-SMC because

it had better results than GPR-MLE in case study 1.
The GPR-SMC was used to model the ratio between air

flow (output/regressor) and nitrified ammonium (input/
regressand) according to

Qair(t) ¼ f(Qflow(t)(NH4in(t)�NH4out(tþ 5))), (19)

where Qair was the total air applied to the activated sludge
process at time t [hours]. We can see from (19) that Qair is
a function of the wastewater flow Qflow, and the monitored

influent and effluent ammonium sensors, NH4in and NH4out,
respectively. Thus, the regressor variable, the nitrified
amount ammonia, was calculated from three variables

although the process model was univariate.
We used delayed measurements of the effluent ammonia

concentration to compensate for the time-delay between

measured influent and effluent ammonium concentration.
We used a time-delay of 5 h, since this gave the highest cor-
relation with the influent ammonia concentration. This was

similar to the average hydraulic retention time and thus a
reasonable approximation of the WWTPs time dynamics.

We used a linear mean function, m xð Þ, and a squared
exponential kernel combined with a white noise kernel for

the covariance function, i.e.

Mair=NH4
(x)∼GP(m(x), kθ(xi, xj)) (20)

kθ(xi, xj) ¼ kSingle(xi, xj)þ kWN(xi, xj), (21)

where x was amount of nitrified ammonium, and
Mair=NH4

(x) was the modelled air flow. The reason for the

linear mean function was prior knowledge that an increased
amount of nitrified ammonium requires an increase in sup-
plied air. However, since the relationship is not necessarily
linear but at least suspected to be smooth, the squared expo-

nential kernel seemed like a reasonable choice.
As benchmark method we used a standard linear

regression model with two parameters θ3 and θ4 as the

regression function F(x)

F(x) ¼ θ3 þ θ4x: (22)

The parameter estimates bθ3 and bθ4 were obtained by
OLS.
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In this paper, we used historic process data from

Bromma WWTP in Sweden (approximately 300,000 p.e.).
The original data set was 2 years with 1 h sampling time,
but we reduced the data set for two reasons. Firstly, we

were only interested in periods where we were certain that
the influent ammonia sensor was either faulty or correct. Sec-
ondly, we wanted to restrict the study to stable and warm
periods to be able to use the simple process model in (19).

The first data selection requirement was needed to
assess the performance of the fault detection methods. In
contrast to simulated data, it is problematic to know the

true values in full-scale data. Here, we used weekly labora-
tory analyses to decide whether the influent ammonia
sensor showed correct or faulty readings. Although labora-

tory measurements include uncertainties, this validation
procedure is a common approach to validate most online
sensors. Since the weekly laboratory samples were sampled
volume proportional, we adjusted NH4in to be flow pro-

portional at the equivalent week and then compared the
weekly averages. The 20 weeks with largest and smallest
differences in mean were defined as faulty and correct

measurements, respectively. We discarded the remaining
data since we considered the correctness of influent ammo-
nia sensor to be unclear.

An extended multivariate version of (19) with sus-
pended solids concentration and temperature could
potentially cover a broader process conditions. However,

in this introductory study we prefer to use a simple univari-
ate model. We refer the interested reader to Ažman &
Kocijan () for examples of how GPR can be applied in
the multivariate case and to Dolenc et al. () for recent

example of GPR applied to fault detection applications.
The second selection requirement was selected to maintain
a simple process model. The process model in (19) depends

on temperature and suspended solids concentration, and is
therefore only valid within a specific range. Here, we used
stable inflow neglecting heavy rainfalls and snow melting

periods (Qflow below 2.2 m3/h), summer temperatures (temp-
eratures above 15 WC), and normal suspended solids
concentration (SS) (SS between 3,200 and 3,900 mg/L).

At the end, the two selection requirements resulted in
training and test data of about 4 months, compared to the
original 2 year large data set. The 4 months data were
categorized as: training data (1,200 h, non-faulty), non-

faulty test data (1,000 h), and faulty test data (300 h),
where the training data came from year one and test data
from the second year.

Similarly as it is problematic to use full-scale data to
evaluate fault detection evaluation, it may also be

problematic to assure that the training data comes without

significant errors. In this case study, we validated the train-
ing data by using the following approaches:

• NH4out was verified by laboratory measurements simi-
larly as NH4in. In contrast to NH4in, the ammonia at the
effluent was measured by an analyzer which showed

good agreement with laboratory analyses.

• Qflow had no large changes in ratio compared to the
summed flow measurements of all parallel flows at the
activated sludge basin. Thus, we are confident that no

large changes occurred during the 2 years, although the
true value might be biased. A constant bias would, how-
ever, not affect our suggested monitoring approach.

• Qair was hard to validate, and significant errors in training
data could result in either too many false alarms or a too
restrictive fault detector. However, we expected Qair to

be a stable measurement with minor risk to drift since
the sensor measures clean air indoors and is unlikely to
be affected by e.g. moisture or fouling. Also, previous
experience suggests that Qair measurements are stable

towards large drift within 2 years’ time and a constant
bias would not affect our suggested monitoring approach.

We used percentage of detection PD, and false alarm
probability PFA to evaluate the fault detection performance
of GPR-SMC and OLS

PD ¼ # Alarms
# Faulty test data

(23)

PFA ¼ # Alarms
# Non� faulty test data

(24)

A fault was detected when a new observation was outside
a ±2 standard deviation prediction interval. A Gaussian 2
standard deviations prediction interval should include 95%
of new values, given that the process model still applies.

We assumed that this was a good trade-off between false
alarm rate and detection probability. However, the magni-
tude of the prediction interval is a user choice that should

fit the monitoring purpose. An increase to e.g. 3 standard
deviations (which is also a common choice), would give a
more restrictive fault detector with lower probability for

false alarms with the risk of missing true faults.

Software

We used MATLAB for all simulations and calculations. For
GPR-MLE and GPR-SMC the GPML-package (Rasmussen
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& Nickisch ) was used with an add-on toolbox for GPR-

SMC (Svensson et al. ). We used the influent generator
described in Gernaey et al. () to simulate the flow rate
signals in case study 1. Computation time on a standard

laptop computer was used as indication of computation
complexity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, results are shown and discussed for the two

case studies separately.

Case study 1: estimating missing data in a flow rate
signal

In this case study, we evaluated whether GPR-MLE and
GPR-SMC could be used to estimate missing data in a simu-

lated flow rate signal. The simulated flow rate signal and the
missing data estimation methods were described in the
methods section.

The lowest NRMSE was obtained by GPR-SMC, and
the largest NRMSE was obtained by Last Value in both
the low and high noise signals (Figure 1). It was interesting

to note the benefit of an advanced method (GPR-SMC)
compared to a basic method (Last Value) for estimating
missing data, although we expected Last Value to be the

worst method.
Interpolation had the shortest mean computation time of

about 1 ms, disregarding Last Value that did not involve any
computations. GPR-MLE and GPR-SMC were on average 3

and 5orders ofmagnitude slower (5 s and 100 s), respectively.

The estimation of parameters (GPR-MLE) and approximat-

ing the predictive distribution (GPR-SMC) were the reasons
for the high computation time. The computation time did
not depend on the estimated gap length, but on the size of

training data. Computation time was only used as an indi-
cation of the different methods’ computational complexity,
and was not a comparison between the specific software
implementations of GPR-MLE and GPR-SMC.

Although GPR-SMC was the most computationally
demanding method, it should be fast enough for an off-line
batch data estimation application. For estimating data in

the low noise signal, one should use Interpolation since it
had comparable performance with GPR-SMC, but was
both faster and easier to use (Figure 1(a)).

An increase in the noise level made it more difficult for
all methods to estimate missing data (compare Figure 1(a)
with 1(b)). Interestingly, the difference in NRMSE between
GPR-SMC and Interpolation increased for the high noise

signal, compared to the low noise signal. Thus, GPR-SMC
was less sensitive to the noise level compared to Interp-
olation. GPR-MLE and GPR-SMC estimate both the signal

and the measurement noise, i.e. the covariance function in
(11). As a result, the mean function estimated will be more
accurate (given that the noise estimate is accurate) com-

pared to Interpolation, which is by construction noise
sensitive.

Both GPR-MLE and GPR-SMC provided consistently

good noise estimates that can be used as a quality check
when the true measurement noise is known. With unknown
measurement noise, the measurement noise estimate is an
additional benefit of GPR-MLE and GPR-SMC. Tracking

of the noise estimate could be used to detect changes in sen-
sors measurement noise.

GPR-SMC-s gave good estimates of both the true

signal (the signal without measurement noise) and missing
data in the high noise signal (Figure 2(c)). Likewise, the
kernels for GPR-SMC-s were close to the estimated auto

covariance function (ACF), (Figure 2(d)). The ACF was
estimated from the noisy data. Note that GPR-SMC used
several kernels (Figure 2(b), (d)), one for each particle

with a specific weight according (16).
In contrast to the good estimates by GPR-SMC-s, GPR-

MLE-s gave poor estimates for missing data and the true
signal (Figure 2(c)). The poor estimates were caused by a

non-informative kernel with bad parameter values
(Figure 2(d)), which were obtained from a local minimum
during parameter optimization. In this case study, 26% of

the optimization rounds of GPR-MLEs (single kernel) got
stuck in a local optimum, and less than 1% of the

Figure 1 | NRMSE for estimating 100 missing data gaps during 10 years in a simulated

flow rate signal. Four different gap lengths were evaluated with 1, 8, 16, and

24 missing data with 15 min sampling time, resulting in data gaps between

15 min (1 missing datum) and 6 h (24 missing data). (a) Low noise, σ¼ 135 m3/h,

and (b) high noise σ¼ 3,000 m3/h. GPR-SMC-s (empty black circle) with single

kernel, and combined kernel GPR-SMC-c (filled black circle) gave similar

NRMSE and overlap in both (a) and (b). GPR-MLE-c (filled grey triangle) overlap

with GPR-SMC-s and GPR-SMC-c in (a) and (b).
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optimization of GPR-MLEc (combined kernel). This was the

reason why GPR-MLEs also had a worse NRMSE than
GPR-SMCs (compare GPR-MLEs and GPR-SMCs in
Figure 1). Also note that GPR-MLEc and GPR-SMC have

similar NRMSE and overlap in Figure 1. We expected a
kernel with many parameters, such as GPR-MLEc, to be
more likely to be stuck in local optima, than GPR-MLEs.

But as the results indicate, for this specific data set, the com-
bined kernel suffered less than the squared exponential
kernel from local optima.

In summary, GPR-SMC performed better than GPR-

MLE because it could better account for local optima, for
the two different kernels. However, it is not clear from the
results whether this was an effect of the particle sampling

of (16), or due to the non-parametric approximation used
in GPR-SMC. In addition, we did not use a GO method in
GPR-MLE that potentially could have handled the local

optima in a better way than the local optimization method
in the GPML-toolbox. Thus, a comparison between GPR-
SMC and GPR-MLE with a GO would be an interesting

future study.
It was not beneficial to use the combined kernel given in

(18), compared to the standard squared exponential kernel
given in (8). GPR-SMCs and GPR-SMCc had similar

NRMSE (Figure 1) although the computation time was
twice as long for the combined kernel as for the single
kernel (126 s for GPR-SMCc and 70 s for GPR-SMCs). The

reason for the equal estimation performance was that the
periodic part of the combined kernel was given weights

close to zero (see θ3 in (18)). In effect, we obtained the

same results for both the combined and the single kernel.
A nice feature of GPR-SMC was its ability to do the

trade off in model complexity automatically. In general, a

too flexible model would overfit, which did not happen in
this experiment. However, one should use the simplest
model that serves the purpose, and in this experiment the

squared exponential kernel was a good choice both for
GPR-SMC and GPR-MLE.

Both GPR-MLE and GPR-SMC provide an uncertainty
estimate of the mean value predictions, which is given by

the covariance in (6). The uncertainty estimate is given as
prediction interval with ±2 standard deviations for GPR-
SMCs in Figure 2(a) and 2(c) by the thin solid black lines.

The total covariance is the sum of the estimated measure-
ment noise and the covariance added from the kernel (6).
We can see that the maximum covariance of a prediction

is obtained if the second term in (6) is zero. This corre-
sponds to the lag distance when the kernel goes to zero
(see arrows at x-axis in Figure 2(b) and 2(d)). Thus, the

uncertainty estimate attains its maximum value when no
information is used by adjacent points for the predictions.
At the same time, the prediction approaches the mean func-
tion value which, in this study, was the mean value of the

signal. Both effects can be seen in Figure 2(a) where the pre-
dictions (solid black line) stretch towards the mean function
value (dotted dashed line in Figure 2(a), indicated with

arrow), and the covariance bounds increase at the missing
data gap. It is important to remark that the covariance

Figure 2 | (a) and (b) Low noise level and (c) and (d) high noise level. Time series are in (a) and (c) and corresponding kernels and estimated autocovariance functions in (b) and (d). Arrows

in (b) and (d) indicate number of time lags when kernels approach zero covariance. Note that GPR-SMC has equally many covariance functions as particles used for the

approximation in (16). The predictions of GPR-SMC in (a) and (c) are the sum of the different covariance functions with a weighing provided by the particle filter. Legends time
series (a) and (c): true signal without noise (dashed black), simulated signal with noise (solid grey), estimated signal by GPR-SMC (solid black, thick line for mean prediction and

thin lines for 2 standard deviation prediction interval), GPR-MLE (dashed grey), and mean function value of GPR-MLE-c and GPR-SMC-c (dashed dotted black, only in (a). Legends
kernels and covariance functions (b) and (d): estimated ACF (Data ACF) from simulated signal (dashed dotted black), kernels GPR-SMC-s and GPR-SMC-c (solid greyscale, dark

indicate high weight), kernel for GPR-MLE-s and GPR-MLE-c (dashed black).
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bound is not a measure of agreement between true

(unknown) signal value and predicted value, but a predic-
tion interval that we expect to contain the signal.

Case study 2: detecting anomalous air flow–nitrified
ammonium ratios

The test data included a time period with two similar trends

were the first one was caused by a drift in ammonium on-
line sensor, and the second trend was a true decrease in
ammonium concentration (Figure 3). GPR-SMC success-

fully detected the drift in the ammonium on-line sensor

and had few false alarms during the non-faulty test period.

In the full test data set, GPR-SMC had 74.5% detection per-
centage and 15.9% false alarm percentage at a± 2 standard
deviation prediction interval. The size of the prediction

interval is a user choice, and could be increased in order
to, e.g., decrease the false alarm percentage.

We used the OLS solution to the linear regression model in
(22) as the benchmark method, to evaluate the benefit of using

GPR. Surprisingly, both the detection percentage and false
alarm percentage were equivalent to GPR-SMCs results. The
reason for this was that the air flow–nitrified ammonium ratio

was almost linear in the range 18–45 mg/L, which contained
the majority of test data (Figure 4). Thus, we did not benefit
from GPR-SMCs flexibility in this specific case study.

The magnitudes of the prediction intervals were rather
constant for both OLS and GPR-SMC (Figure 4). GPR is
commonly motivated by its data dependent confidence
bounds, more exact the prediction intervals (Rasmussen &

Williams ). In this case study, they did not vary much
because of two reasons. Firstly, the variance due to measure-
ment noise was much larger than the variance contribution

from the kernel. Thus, the variance from measurement noise
would hide potential changes in variance from the kernel.
Secondly, we did not have a change in the predicted var-

iance since we had many data. It was only for predictions
far from training data (below 15 g/s and above 55 g/s) that
the variance in GPR-SMC increased due to distance to data.

Figure 3 | Ammonium on-line sensor positioned at the pre-sedimentation basin in

Bromma WWTP. The figure shows a part of the test data with faulty period

(weeks 1–4.5) and non-faulty period (weeks 4.5–10). Alarms by GPR-SMC are

indicated with red triangles, ammonium sensor (solid grey), laboratory

measurements (solid black). Please refer to the online version of this paper to

see this figure in colour: http://dx.doi.org/10.2166/wst.2017.162.

Figure 4 | Prediction for (a) GPR-SMC-s (thick black solid line), and (b) ordinary linear regression (OLS) (thick black solid line). Both methods used the same training data (black dots), and

test data (grey triangles). Test data outside a± 2 standard deviation prediction interval (thin black solid line) raised an alarm (red triangles). The training data were approximately

linear between 15 and 45 g/s nitrified ammonium. Please refer to the online version of this paper to see this figure in colour: http://dx.doi.org/10.2166/wst.2017.162.
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In future studies, we would like to study a regression

problem with more profound static non-linearity to see if
GPR-SMC would provide better results than linear
regression. Further, such study should also be multivariate

to assess GPR-SMCs performance in larger dimensions
with multiple parameter distributions to estimate.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper gives new insights into the strengths and weak-
nesses of two variants of the machine learning method
GPR, GPR-MLE and GPR-SMC. The methods were applied

to two WWTP monitoring problems.
The results in the simulated missing data flow rate case,

showed that GPR-SMC had better performance than the stan-

dard GPR-MLE, where GPR-MLE suffered from getting stuck
in local minima during kernel parameter estimation. The local
optima were mainly a problem for GPR-MLE when the single
kernel was used, and indicates that the standard GPR-MLE

with a standard kernel was not satisfactory for the specific
case to estimate missing data in a flow rate signal. In contrast,
GPR-SMC had no problems with local optima and gave at

the same time better predictions than linear interpolation. In
the second case study with real data, GPR-SMC was as good
as linear regression, but this was because the data in the

regression problem had an almost linear relationship.
It was not straightforward to include prior knowledge in

the kernel, as commonly claimed in e.g. Rasmussen & Wil-

liams (). Although an influent flow rate signal is clearly
periodic, the combined kernel with a periodic part, did not
give better results than the single kernel. Thus, we argue
that the common claim that prior knowledge easily can be

used by selecting a proper kernel is idealized. We believe
that efficient usage of GPR in full-scale applications requires
thorough understanding about kernels. In this paper, we

show that a graph of the autocovariance with respect to
time lags can be useful to interpret the impact of different
kernels. This somewhat demystifies the kernel and simplifies

interpretation of the results.
We conclude that GPR-SMC is both a general and

powerful method for monitoring full-scale WWTPs. It did
not suffer from local optima in either the simulated or the

full-scale case study and gave good results with both kernels.
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SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL for Gaussian process regression for monitoring and 
fault detection of wastewater treatment processes  
 
 
 
Kernel parameter intervals 
 
Kernel structure and parameter intervals with equivalent equation numbering as in original paper. 
 

𝑘𝑘"#$%&' 𝑥𝑥#, 𝑥𝑥* = 𝜃𝜃-	exp −
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𝑦𝑦(𝑥𝑥) = 𝑓𝑓 𝑥𝑥 + ℇ(𝑥𝑥)     (9) 
 
ℇ 𝑥𝑥 	~	𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 0, 𝑘𝑘RS 𝑥𝑥#, 𝑥𝑥* ,     𝑘𝑘RS 𝑥𝑥#, 𝑥𝑥* = 𝜃𝜃T7	I$   (10) 

 
 
 Parameter interval 
Kernel 𝜃𝜃- 𝜃𝜃8 𝜃𝜃V 𝜃𝜃A 𝜃𝜃W 𝜃𝜃C 𝜃𝜃X 𝜃𝜃T7 
Single kernel, uniform prior 
distribution interval 

1e2 – 
1.5e4 

0 – 
10 

- - - - - 10 – 
5e3 

Combined kernel, uniform prior 
distribution interval 

0 – 1e4 0 – 
1e2 

0 – 
5e4 

0 – 
1e2 

0 – 
1e4 

0 – 
10 

0 – 
1e4 

1 – 
1e5 

 
 
Settings for GPR-SMC 
 
The following parameter settings were used for GPR-SMC: 
 
N = 40, number of particles 
K = 10, number of MCMC steps 
P = 20, number of batches 
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ABSTRACT 
The purpose of this work was to study if active fault detection by means of an elevated dissolved 
oxygen (DO) level during an air cleaning procedure in a DO-sensor could be used for fault 
detection. We studied if the elevated DO-level, denoted an impulse response (IR), was sufficient to 
detect biofilm growth on the sensor before a bias was obtained. Two types of DO-sensors were 
studied on a full scale, membrane electrochemical (MEC) and optical measurement technique 
(OPT). The change in IR due to fouling was evaluated with two fault detection methods, Gaussian 
process (GPR) regression and the IR’s time constant (TC). Both GPR and TC could successfully 
detect a bias below 0.2 mg/L in the MEC-sensor due to artificial grease fouling. The effect from 
organic biofilm fouling was different from the artificial fouling and it was not possible to detect 
such low bias. A bias above 1 mg/L was required for fouling detection for the OPT-sensor. 
However, the IRs produced specific fault signatures for common sensor faults, indicating the 
potential of AFD for fault diagnosis. The results further showed that the bias progression due to 
biofilm fouling differed between the sensor types. The MEC-sensor had mainly a negative and 
linearly increasing bias whereas the OPT-sensor had a positive bias increase with a sudden 
exponential increase after 10-14 days. We stress the importance of understanding the bias 
progression for sensors operating in feed-back control since this can interfere with the process 
control objective. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
Accurate on-line dissolved oxygen (DO) measurements are central to control aeration in water 
resource recovery facilities (WRRFs).  Despite this, more research has been focused on DO-control 
strategies, than on methods to detect inaccurate DO-measurements in WRRFs. One reason for the 
lack of fault detection (FD) methods might be that the common membrane electrochemical DO-
sensor (MEC) is in general considered to be a robust and well-established measurement technology, 
introduced in (Clark 1959) more than fifty years ago. On the other hand, an alternative to MEC-
sensors has been introduced more recently that use an optical measurement technology (OPT) 
(Demas et al. 1999), which indicates that the strive for accurate DO-measurements has not been 
completed. 
 
Regardless of measurement technology, the sensor has to be clean to provide accurate 
measurements. This is a challenge within the filthy wastewater liquid that make sensors susceptible 



to biofilm fouling and blocking by fibrous waste. Thus, visual inspection of the sensor and cleaning 
are required on regular basis to guarantee accurate readings. A complement to the routine 
inspections is to use FD-methods that can detect sensor disturbances ahead of a scheduled 
inspection. 
 
Most FD-methods for monitoring DO-sensors have been based on existing on-line measurements 
that are correlated to the DO-measurement itself. This is reasonable since a bias in the DO-sensor 
signal would be invisible when the DO-signal is in closed loop control, and the controller maintain 
a fixed DO set point (Carlsson & Zambrano 2016). Carlsson and Zambrano (2016) compared 
instead the ratio of airflows (the control signal), in consecutive aerated zones, to detect bias in DO-
sensors. The method was effective to detect sudden changes in airflows and also slow drift in air 
flow ratios.  Another attempt with correlated measurements was conducted in (Yoo et al. 2008), 
where principal component analysis was used to detect precision degradation and complete sensor 
failure due to sludge clogging in a simulated SHARON process model. 
 
There are three problems with the mentioned FD-methods. Firstly and most important, it is difficult 
to use the existing FD-methods to distinguish sensor faults from process disturbances. Secondly, a 
fundamental problem with FD-methods based on correlated variables is the ambiguity about which 
variable that is faulty. A detected fault could equally well be a result of a fault in the correlated 
variable, rather than in the monitored one. Finally, a detected fault in process data, such as in a 
correlated variable, indicates that the process has already been disturbed before the faulty sensor 
was corrected. Thus, a faulty sensor has to disturb the process in order for the FD-method to be able 
to detect the fault, which is an undesirable situation. 
 
One approach that could potentially relieve the three mentioned problems is active fault detection, 
as against traditional or passive fault detection. In active fault detection, an auxiliary signal is 
designed exclusively for fault detection and injected into the system (Esna Ashari et al. 2012). 
Similar ideas were suggested previously in the literature where referred to as input design for 
change detection (Kerestecioğlu & Zarrop 1994) or auxiliary signal design (Zhang 1989). 
 
In this study, we applied active fault detection by using the impulse from an automatic air cleaning 
system of the DO-sensor as design signal, and monitored its response. A similar approach was 
suggested already in 1992 (Spanjers & Olsson 1992), where a changed time constant of the DO-
sensor was shown to be a good indication of an artificially fouled DO-sensor. More recently, 
Andersson and Hallgren showed that the impulse response (IR) from an air-cleaning procedure 
changed, when the sensor was fouled by organic biofilm (Andersson & Hallgren 2015). 
 
In this study, we wanted to study the usefulness of active fault detection, and more specifically 
 
1) How does the IR change due to fouling? 
2) Can the IR change be characterized with enough precision so that a fouled sensor can be 

detected before a bias is introduced in the DO-measurement? 
 
To answer these questions, we made experiments under full-scale conditions, both with artificial 
and real organic biofilm growth. Both MEC and OPT-sensor types were studied and the ability of 
two fault detection methods to exploit the information from the IRs were evaluated. The first 
method, Time constant estimation (TC) was used in (Andersson & Hallgren 2015). The second 
method, Gaussian process regression (GP) (Rasmussen & Williams 2005) was considered as a 



state-of-the-art machine learning method that could potentially be useful for information extraction 
from the IRs. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Two case studies with fouled DO-sensors were conducted. The effect of artificial fouling was 
studied in the first case at Henriksdal WRRF and organic biofilm fouling was studied in the second 
study at Bromma WRRF. Artificial fouling enabled a detailed comparison between TC and GP at a 
pre-defined bias magnitude. The purpose of the second case study was to verify and apply the 
results from the first case study in a full scale system with organic biofilm fouling. 

Case 1 - Artificial fouling experiments at Henriksdals WRRF 
All artificial fouling experiments were conducted under full-scale conditions in Henriksdals WRRF 
during summer conditions with a wastewater temperature between 18 and 19 °C. Experiments were 
conducted at four locations in the activated sludge process. The main purpose was to obtain 
measurements of IRs at different DO-levels (0 – 4.5 mg/L). Therefore, both aerated and unaerated 
zones in the activated sludge basin (ASP) were considered. A few measurements were also made in 
the return sludge channel to study whether a change in suspended solids concentration would have 
an impact on the IR.  

Fouling procedure 
In this case study, the goal was to apply a fouling substance to the DO-sensor with the following 
characteristics: 
 

1) simple to repeatedly apply and remove without damaging the sensor 
2) similar to organic biofilm, or at least exhibiting similar effect with a small bias 
3) remain attached to the sensor despite the automatic air cleaning system 

 
A wide variety of fouling agents were considered and a mixture of ball-bearing grease and floating 
grease from the pre-sedimentation fulfilled the above criteria. Both the MEC and OPT-sensors got a 
negative bias when fouled with the grease mixture, which was the effect seen in (Andersson & 
Hallgren 2015) with organic biofilm fouling. In (Andersson & Hallgren 2015), only the OPT-sensor 
was described although a MEC-sensor was evaluated in the same experiments. Unpublished data 
were kindly provided for the MEC-sensor for the comparisons in this case study. 
 
One fouling procedure consisted of the following steps: 
 
• Calibration/verification of accurate measurements of the test sensors by comparison with the 

reference sensors 
• Measure repeated IRs from clean test sensors 
• Manual fouling of the test sensors with grease mixture and repeated IR measurements at fouled 

conditions 

Sensor set-up and data collection 
Five DO-sensors (Cerlic O2X DUO) were connected to a data acquisition system with hardware 
and software from National Instruments, with the software LabVIEW. Data were stored in a 
PostgreSQL database in the same laptop computer. Each DO-sensor could be switched between 



MEC and OPT measurement-technology by simply changing the top part of the sensor from a MEC 
to an OPT-measurement cell.  
 
Two of the DO-sensors, one OPT and one MEC-sensor, were used to study IRs (test sensors) and  
two were used as references ( both MEC-sensors). The third reference sensor was used as back-up 
in case of a failing sensor. The reference sensors were joined together about 1 m away from the test 
sensors to avoid interference from the air impulses. All sensors were mounted at rods according to 
the manufacturer’s instruction at a slight angle (5-30°) and at 0.5 m depth. All membranes were 
replaced with new ones and calibrated in the beginning of the experiments. The length of an air 
cleaning impulse was set to 15 s at 2 bar for test sensors, which was enough to obtain a clear IR, 
even for high DO levels (4 mg/L). 

Data pre-processing 
Data were sampled with 8 Hz and down-sampled during the data pre-processing to resemble full-
scale conditions. First, the data were low-pass filtered (anti-alias filter) and afterwards down-
sampled to 1 Hz. One reference DO-concentration was estimated from the two reference sensors by 
calculating their weighted least squares (WLS) estimate. The bias for both test sensors was 
calculated as the difference between the test sensor and WLS-estimate for the time between the IRs. 

Fault detection methods to interpret impulse responses 
Two fault detection methods were applied to interpret the IRs and distinguish fouled (faulty) from 
normal (non-faulty) ones: Time constant estimation (TC) and Gaussian process regression (GP). 
The TC showed good performance in (Andersson & Hallgren 2015) and was straightforward to 
implement. The GP is a data driven machine learning method suitable to detect changes in patterns 
and shapes, which we expected to be an important part of active fault detection in general. Here, we 
studied how GP can be applied to detect deviating patterns in IRs and compared its performance 
with TC.  
 
Both fault detection methods were trained on 12 clean IRs, which was the expected number of IRs 
for one day (2 hour intervals) in a full-scale implementation. Both methods were extended with 
additional variants that included the initial DO-level before an IR, which was expected to have an 
impact on the shape of the IRs. 

Time constant estimation 
The time constant of an IR was defined as the time to reach 63 percent of the peak amplitude, see  
Figure 1 for an illustration. In the first variant of the time constant estimation method (denoted TC), 
the standard variation for 12 training IRs was used to set the alarm bounds. Here, a test IR (an IR to 
be tested) was specified as faulty if its time constant was above or below the alarm bounds 
 

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇#$#%&	()*+,- 	= 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡	 	𝛾𝛾234
5 6

66
(𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡8 − 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡);6;

8<6 ,      (1) 

 
were 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 is the mean time constant for the 12 training IRs, 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡8 the time constant for IR 𝑖𝑖, and 𝛾𝛾23 
specifies the number of standard deviations for normal (clean) time constants. Thus, the parameter 
𝛾𝛾23 tune the TC from a restrictive mode with few false alarms (high 𝛾𝛾23 value), to the opposite with 
a sensitive mode using a small 𝛾𝛾23 (e.g. 𝛾𝛾23 = 1).  
 



The extended version of TC (denoted TCi) additionally incorporated the effect of initial DO-level 
by including an least squares estimate of the linear correlation between initial DO-level (regressor) 
and time constant (regressand) for the 12 training IRs. The initial DO-level was defined as the mean 
DO-level five seconds before an impulse and the alarm bounds were based on the prediction 
intervals from the least squares estimate  
 

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖(𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷8)#$#%&	()*+,- 	= 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷8)	 	𝛾𝛾23	4
5 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆BC(1 +

6
6;
+ (3EF43EG)H

22IJF
),   (2) 

     
with varying bounds according to initial DO-level, 𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷8. In (2), 𝛾𝛾23 is a tuning parameter for TCi 
equivalent to 𝛾𝛾23 in (1). The term after 𝛾𝛾23	is the standard error of prediction. The standard error of 
prediction include the mean squared error for the regression residuals 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆BC, and the mean squared 
sum of  the training initial DO-levels 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆3EF.  

Gaussian process regression 
Gaussian process regression applied to monitoring WRRFs has been described in (Samuelsson et al. 
2017) and its theory has been detailed in (Rasmussen & Williams 2005). In short, GP can be 
described as a non-linear regression method that performs a smooth interpolation of training data. 
The GP also produces a data dependent prediction interval were both the predictions and the 
prediction interval are based on the assumption that data can be described as a Gaussian process.  
 
In this study two variants of GP were applied as fault detection methods. In the first variant 
(denoted GPi), the GP’s prediction intervals were used as alarm bounds where both the IR and the 
initial DO-level were included as variables. In the second variant (denoted GP), the marginal 
likelihood was used to define alarm bounds were only the DO-measurement of an IR were used. For 
both GP variants, the first 60 seconds of an IR was used as training and test data. The first variant 
was also evaluated with two kernel, as described in the following section, resulting in three GP 
versions. 

Kernel selection  
A key step in GP is to select a proper kernel (covariance function). In this study, the squared 
exponential kernel (SE) was used since it represents smooth and flexible functions which are 
expected properties for normal IRs. Various kernels and their properties have been described in e.g. 
(Duvenaud. 2014).  The SE-kernel is defined as 
 

𝑘𝑘2L 𝑥𝑥8, 𝑥𝑥O = 𝜃𝜃6	exp − TF4TU
VWXY TF4TU
;

,   𝑃𝑃 =
𝜃𝜃; ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ 𝜃𝜃356

,   (3) 

 
were 𝑘𝑘2L 𝑥𝑥8, 𝑥𝑥O  is the covariance between the inputs 𝑥𝑥8 and  𝑥𝑥O of dimension 𝐷𝐷, 𝜃𝜃6...	𝜃𝜃356 are 
kernel parameters, and 𝑃𝑃 is a diagonal matrix of size 𝐷𝐷×𝐷𝐷.  
 
The first kernel parameter 𝜃𝜃6, model the magnitude of the signal’s variance and the parameters 
𝜃𝜃;...	𝜃𝜃356 are length-scale parameters that models the autocorrelation between 𝑥𝑥8 and 𝑥𝑥O. That is, a 
small length-scale parameter indicates that the measurements will have a large impact on 
predictions since the autocorrelation in that dimension decay rapidly.  



The kernel in (3) with one length-scale parameter (𝜃𝜃; = ⋯ = 𝜃𝜃356) is denoted iso for isometric. If  
different length-scale parameters are used, (3) is called an Automatic relevence detection kernel 
(ARD) since the magnitude of the length-scale parameters can be used to understand the relevance 
of the different dimensions for the prediction results (Bishop 2006). In this study we differ between 
the GP variants and kernels by using the acronyms GPiso, GPiiso , and GPiard, where the lowercase i 
indicate that the initial DO-level has been included as a second input variable. 

Alarm bounds based on the marginal likelihood (GPiso) 
The GPiso with the IRs as the only input variable used the marginal likelihood as evaluation criteria 
for alarm bounds. Since this approach is less common than using prediction intervals (as used for 
GPi) we briefly motivate its theory and approximations used in this study. 
 
The posterior probability for a model ℳ (here the GP kernel), given data 𝑌𝑌+ is given by Baye’s rule 
 
𝑝𝑝 ℳ 𝑌𝑌+ = c(ℳ,de)	

c(de)
 = c 𝑌𝑌+ ℳ f(ℳ)	

c(de)
.        (4) 

 
If we assume that the data sets 𝑌𝑌6, … , 𝑌𝑌h	are independent realizations from the same underlying 
Gaussian process, e.g. obtained by repeated experiments, their joint marginal likelihood can be 
written as 
 
𝑝𝑝 𝑌𝑌6, … , 𝑌𝑌h ℳ = 	𝑝𝑝 𝑌𝑌6 ℳ …𝑝𝑝 𝑌𝑌h ℳ .       (5) 
 
The distribution 𝑝𝑝 𝑌𝑌+ ℳ  is known as the marginal likelihood since the dependency on the kernel 
parameters 𝜃𝜃 has been marginalized out  
 

𝑝𝑝 𝜃𝜃 𝑌𝑌+,ℳ 	= c 𝑌𝑌+ 𝜃𝜃,ℳ c 𝜃𝜃 ℳ
c 𝑌𝑌+ 𝜃𝜃,ℳ c 𝜃𝜃 ℳ ,i

 = c 𝑌𝑌+ 𝜃𝜃,ℳ c 𝜃𝜃 ℳ
c 𝑌𝑌+ ℳ

.     (6) 

 
In (6), the integration in the denominator to obtain the marginal likelihood is intractable and in this 
study we used the particle filter approximation implemented by (Svensson. et al. 2015) to estimate 
the marginal likelihood. 
 
Our reason for studying the marginal likelihood is that it provides a measure of how well data fits 
the model. Here, we evaluated the ratio between the average likelihood on training data and test 
data according to the measure 
 

𝐵𝐵k =
(c 𝑌𝑌6 ℳ …c 𝑌𝑌h ℳ )

Y
l

c 𝑌𝑌Bm-B ℳ
	 ,        

 (7) 
 
were 𝐵𝐵k is the Bayes factor. Using a 𝐵𝐵k larger than one, indicate that training (normal) IRs have a 
better fit to the model, compared to test data. For numerical reasons the logarithm of 𝐵𝐵k was we 
evaluated rather than 𝐵𝐵k. 

Performance evaluation – receiver operating characteristics 
Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) were used to visualize the performance of the two FD-
methods in distinguishing fouled IRs from normal ones. The ROC curve is a graph were each point 



on the curve corresponds to a false alarm probability (x-axis) and detection probability (y-axis) for a 
specific parameter setting (Kay 1998). Thus, the ROC curve enables an objective comparison of 
different FD-methods regardless of parameter settings. 
 
In theory, the ROC is based on probability distributions for false alarms and detections which will 
result in a continuous ROC curve. However, in this study we had only access to a finite subset of 
data from the complete normal and faulty distributions which resulted in a partly discontinuous 
ROC curve. The reason for this is that the probabilities are estimated from the ratios of false alarm 
and detection ratios, from normal and faulty data sets respectively. In this paper, we therefore 
distinguish the theoretical ROC from the empirical ROC by replacing the term probabilities with 
ratios. 
 
A straight line splitting the ROC graph in two equal half’s is commonly included in a ROC graph. 
The line indicates equal probability to detect a fault, as to raise a false alarm that is a lower 
performance bound that any applied FD-method should outcompete. Here we denote this as the coin 
toss detector (CTD). In opposite to the CTD, the optimal detector should have zero false alarm 
probability and detection probability, similar to a step in the ROC-graph. 
 
A scalar performance measure from a ROC curve can be obtained by integrating the area 
underneath the curve (AUC). Here, we considered the normalized partial area under curve 
 
𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇p =

cqrst
qt

      (8) 
 
up to a specified false alarm ratio 𝛼𝛼. The 𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇p is normalized simply by dividing the partial area 
under curve 𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇p by the optimal area 𝐴𝐴p that can be obtained for a specific 𝛼𝛼. The purpose of the 
normalization was to obtain a measure that span from zero (bad performance) and one (optimal 
performance). The reason for only considering the area up to a false alarm ratio 𝛼𝛼 was that it is not 
relevant to the performance of a FD-method with large false alarm probability (the area above 𝛼𝛼). 

Software 
For all GP variants, we used the Gaussian Processes for Machine learning (GPML)-toolbox 
(Rasmussen & Nickisch 2010) were the kernel parameter distributions were estimated with the 
sequential Monte Carlo method described in (Svensson. et al. 2015). The prior kernel parameter 
distributions were assigned pseudo uniform distributions with a fixed probability (0.1) within the 
uniform range, and constant close to zero ( 1 ∙ 1046w) outside the range. This was done to avoid 
numerical issues during estimation of the kernel parameter distributions. 

Case 2 – Evaluation on a full scale in Bromma WRRF 
The usefulness of the active fault detection approach with impulse responses was evaluated on a full 
scale in Bromma WRRF. Here, we studied whether the IRs were sufficiently sensitive to detect 
organic biofilm fouling, and enable condition based maintenance by replacing fixed manual 
cleaning intervals in the routine maintenance. The goal was to increase the reliability of the DO-
measurement by providing automatic indication for manual cleaning and thereby restricting the bias 
to a desired maximum level. 



Bromma WRRF 
Bromma WRRF (Stockholm, Sweden) has a conventional ASP operated at 6 parallel lines with 
seven zones in each line. The plant treats wastewater from 300,000 persons, which is near its 
maximum biological treatment capacity. The suspended solids concentration is about 4000 mg/L 
and in combination with the high organic loading rate, sensors in the activated sludge basins 
experience severe biofilm growth. Despite the automatic air cleaning system in the DO-sensors, 
manual cleaning is required and routinely conducted every second week. 

Sensor set-up 
Two different types of DO-sensors were considered as test sensors, one MEC and one OPT-sensor. 
The sensors were positioned in the activated sludge basin in zone 5 (OPT-sensor) and zone 6 
(MEC-sensor) about 1 m apart from the existing DO-sensors that were used as references (MEC-
sensors, Cerlic O2x DUO). Both zones were continuously aerated, but their DO set-points differed 
slightly. During the experiments, the initial DO-levels for the IRs were between 0.5 and 4.0 mg/L.  
 
Both test and reference sensors were equipped with an automatic air cleaning system, performing a 
cleaning cycle every second hour. The air pressure was adjusted to be between 0.8 and 1.1 bar for 
each sensor. Both the test and reference sensors at each zone were cleaned simultaneously so that 
their initial DO-level would be equal. The starting time for air-cleaning between zone 5 (OPT test 
sensor) however differed from the starting time of zone 6 (MEC test sensor). 

Experimental plan 
Each experiment period consisted of monitoring the biofilm growth on a test sensor until it received 
a bias larger than 0.3 mg/L. The (relative) bias was calculated as the mean difference in DO 
between reference and test sensor between two consecutive IRs (2 hour mean values). The reference 
sensor was manually cleaned and inspected every week in addition to the automatic air-cleaning 
which was assumed to be sufficient to remove biofilm growth in the reference sensor. We expected 
the time to obtain the desired bias to be between 1 and 4 weeks. 
 
The mean bias was compared with the time constant for the following IR were the time constant 
was calculated as described in the Methods section. The GP was not considered in the full-scale 
evaluation since TC achieved similar performance as GP during artificial fouling experiments but 
was easier to implement. 
 

RESULTS 
The results from the two case studies at Henriksdal WRRF and Bromma WRRF are described in 
separate sections. During the experimental start in Henriksdal WRRF, the optical sensor (OPT-
sensor) was damaged and was replaced in the end of the experimental period. This resulted in a 
small data set at normal conditions with, in total, 21 normal and 2182 faulty impulse responses 
(IRs). Therefore, the OPT-sensor was only considered in the second case study at Bromma WRRF. 

Artificial fouling, Henriksdal WRRF 
A majority of the fouling procedures for the MEC-sensor resulted in the desired bias magnitude 
between 0 and 0.2 mg/L. For two of the initial fouling procedures, the average bias was larger than 
desired due to excess grease and large variations in the reference sensor’s DO-level. These two data 
sets were excluded from the results. 



 
The remaining data consisted of 13 fouling procedures with varying length (from 1 hour to over one 
week’s measurements). All data were pre-processed as described in Section data pre-processing and 
the IRs were extracted from the pre-processed data and grouped according to their status (normal or 
fouled). This resulted in 515 normal IRs and 2628 IRs for fouled conditions which were further 
evaluated.  
 
In addition to the artificial fouling fault, a number of accidental faults occurred during the 
experimental period. Fortunately, it was possible to store and study the impact of these faults on the 
IRs as an extension of the original scope of the study, which interestingly displayed distinct fault 
signatures. 

Variations in IRs at normal (non-faulty) conditions 
Clear IRs were obtained for the MEC-sensor and a typical set of IRs at non-faulty conditions can be 
seen in Figure 1. The peak value, i.e. the difference between initial and maximum DO-level during 
one IR, had a large variation. This variation was not a consequence of a varied initial DO-level 
(Figure 2), but illustrates that even for clean sensors, the shape of the IR had significant variations. 
Indeed, the variations increased towards the end of the IR. The increase is natural since the DO-
level in the activated sludge basin (ASP) change during the time of the IR. Thus, we expect the DO-
level in the ASP to vary during the approximate 150s, before the effect of the IR has settled. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Ten impulse responses (IRs) from a non-faulty MEC-sensor (solid grey line) and their mean value (solid 
black line). All IRs were normalized by subtracting the initial DO-level from its IR for illustrative purposes. The time 
constant is indicated as the time from the start of the cleaning procedure (grey box, air impulse), to reach 63 percent of 
the peak value. 
 
 



 
 
Figure 2. Correlation between the peak value and initial DO-level for clean MEC-sensors (blue dots). The straight line 
least squares fit (solid black line) does not indicate a strong correlation between the initial DO-level and peak value. 

Identification of common sensor faults 
During the experiments, several faults accidently occurred that can happen during everyday 
operations. The different faults display resulted in distinct changes in the IRs – fault signatures 
specific for the different faults. The mean of the faulty IRs are visualized in Figure 3. 
 

 
 
Figure 3. a - f) Mean IRs for various faults/measurement conditions in the MEC-sensors. a) Fouled membrane (grease 
mixture). Mean IR from two groups of fouled test data (black solid and dashed lines). b) Low air pressure during the 
automatic air-cleaning procedure. c) The effect of increasing the SS-level from 2500 mg/L to 8500 mg/L. d)  The 
gradual wear out effect by repeated IRs on a fouled MEC-sensor. An increased wear out of the membrane is indicated 
by darker grey. e) A mechanically perforated membrane during manual cleaning. f) The effect of using harsh cleaning 
liquid to remove excess grease. 
 

a) b) c) 

d) e) f) 



Fouling the MEC-sensor with grease mixture resulted in a dampened IR with an extended time to 
regain the original DO-level (Figure 3a, solid and dashed black lines). The small tweak during the 
impulse rise was not a typical pattern, but was merely an effect of combining IRs with two different 
shapes. One set of the fouled IRs displayed a “double peak behaviour” similar to Figure 3d), 
whereas one set had a straight initial increase with dampened IRs similar to Figure 3b). 
 
In the end of the experimental period, a long term test for 11 days was conducted, were the MEC-
sensor was fouled and subject to repeated cleaning events about 200 times per day. This was far 
more than the recommended amount of cleaning procedures, which resulted in a gradual change of 
the IR due to wearing out the membrane (Figure 3d). It is interesting that the shape of the IR 
changed from a dampened IR to exhibit an increasingly pronounced double peak behaviour. A 
double peak was also seen for the damaged membrane (perforated during manual cleaning) (Figure 
3e). We have no clear explanation for the double peaks although they are present more frequently in 
faulty data, especially were the membrane was mechanically damaged. 
 
A decrease in air pressure for the automatic air cleaning system resulted in a dampened peak 
(Figure 3b), which was expected but still informative about the status of the air cleaning system. 
 
The measurements in the return sludge channel with high SS-level only indicated a slight increase 
in peak height, which was at the same order of magnitude as the normal variation (compare Figure 
1 and Figure 3c). This indicates that the SS-level had none or minor impact on the IR. 
 
The high increase of the IR from cleaning the MEC-sensor with harsh cleaning liquid (Figure 3f) 
indicate that the membrane became more sensitive towards the IR, potentially since the diffusion of 
oxygen through the membrane was facilitated. 
 
We should note that both the double peak behaviour (Figure 3d) and the extreme peaks (Figure 3f) 
were also present in the data in the study by Andersson and Hallgren (2015) (unpublished data). 
The deviating patterns should be further studied and not be dismissed as outliers since they may be 
an early indication of a faulty membrane. Since a double peak significantly deviate from a normal 
IR, we would expect a smaller normal variation if they could be avoided during training, resulting 
in an increased detection performance. 

GP and TC applied to impulse responses  
The five variants of the two fault detection methods Gaussian process regression and Time constant 
estimation were trained on 12 IRs from the normal data set as described in the Material and 
Methods section. Recall that both Gaussian process regression and Time constant estimation were 
implemented with and without considering the initial DO-level at an IR (denoted GPi/GP and 
TCi/TC). In addition, the GPi was evaluated with two kernels, GPiiso and GPiard. 
  
The 12 training IRs were randomly selected from the normal data set were the procedure for 
selecting and evaluating the results was repeated 150 times. This was done to assess the uncertainty 
in the results based on the selection of training data. The number of evaluations was set to 150 since 
this was found sufficient to include all unique training profiles in at least one evaluation. In each 
evaluation, the false alarm and detection ratios were calculated resulting in the receiver operating 
characteristics in Figure 4. 
 



  
 
Figure 4. Receiver operating characteristics (ROC) for 150 evaluations, where each evaluation is based on 12 randomly 
selected training IRs from the normal data set. Lower performance bound by the Coin toss detector is indicated by a 
straight line in c) (CTD, grey dashed line). The optimal performance is a detection probability equal to one for all false 
alarm ratios as indicated by the arrow in c). 
 
As can be seen in Figure 4, all methods except for GPiard were better than CTD at all evaluations. 
Interestingly, the only difference between GPiard (the worst) and GPiiso (one of the better methods) 
was the choice of kernel. Here, it seems like the more flexible kernel with adaptive length-scale was 
a draw-back and resulted in both poor average performance and large variation. 
 
The ROC for TC has gaps in data between 0.4 and 0.8 false alarm ratio (Figure 4a). This is an effect 
of how the ROC is calculated. For a step-wise increasing (or decreasing) threshold 𝛾𝛾23, the false 
alarm and detection probabilities are calculated. This means that the grid in the x-axis will be 
unevenly spread. This behaviour of the ROC-curve is useful for understanding the results, although 
it does not influence the interpretation of the performance of the method. From a practical 
perspective, the ROC curve should however be studied in detail to understand how to tune the 
threshold 𝛾𝛾23 at a desired false alarm ratio.  
 
A few of the GPiiso’s ROC curves showed deviating poor performance. The most likely explanation 
is that training data contained IRs with deviating shape (double peaks). This also caused the GPR-
SMC to crash 5 times during the 150 evaluations. In the complete normal data set, about 20 profiles 
had clear double peak behaviour. Double peaks existed in all crashes and deviating evaluation, but 
also in some evaluations that gave good ROC curves. This indicates that it is important, but not 
mandatory, to have a training data set without anomalies when using GP. 
 
It was no clear benefit to include the initial DO-level in the Time constant estimation method 
(compare Figure 4b and d). This is in agreement with previous results that the peak value did not 
have a strong correlation with the initial DO-level (Figure 2). The GPiiso showed the best overall 
ROC of the GP variants and one of the 150 GPiiso regression models is illustrated in Figure 5. As 

a) b) c) 

d) e) f) 



expected, there is only a minor change due to the initial DO-level although the effect of increased 
prediction interval with increasing distance to training data is clear. 
 

 
 
Figure 5. Illustration of GPiiso with training data. The grey area show the mean prediction from GPiiso which fits the 
training data (black dots) well. The lower alarm bound increasingly deviate from the mean prediction with increasing 
distance to training data. Upper alarm bound is not shown for illustrative purposes.  
 
The normalized partial area under curve (𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇) was calculated as in (8) to obtain a relevant 
measure of the ROC curves in Figure 4. The 𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇 was calculated up to a false alarm rate of 0.05 
which was considered a feasible threshold in full-scale. The results from 𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇 are given in Table 1 
and are in agreement with what could be expected from Figure 4. 
 
Table 1. Mean, median, and standard deviation (SD) for normalized partial area under curve (𝒑𝒑𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨) up to false alarm 
ratio 0.05 for the ROC curves in Figure 4. 
𝑝𝑝𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑇𝑇0.05 GPiiso TCi TC GPiso GPiard CTD 

Mean 0.88 0.86 0.82 0.52 0.30 0.025 
Median 0.91 0.89 0.83 0.53 0.02 0.025 
SD 0.11 0.11 0.09 0.042 0.40 - 

 
The top three methods: GPiiso, TCi, and TC had comparable performance, especially considering 
that their performance varied significantly with respect to training data (standard deviation about 
0.1 for all three methods). The TC was selected for implementation on a full scale system since it 
was the easiest method to implement on-line. 
 

Organic biofilm fouling, Bromma WRRF 
The full-scale evaluation was conducted during summer conditions (May 19 to August 14) with an 
average wastewater temperature of 20 °C. This should be considered as warm conditions according 
to Swedish climate and good for biofilm growth. The time to reach a bias well above 0.2 mg/L 
differed between the MEC and OPT-sensor and resulted in three experimental periods.  



Bias characteristics due to fouling  
The trends in bias differed between the MEC and OPT-sensors in several aspects (top graphs in 
Figure 6a and b). Firstly, the OPT-sensor had an increasing bias in all three periods in contrast to 
the MEC-sensor which mainly had a decreasing bias (Period 1 and 2). Secondly, the bias magnitude 
was larger for the OPT-sensor compared to the MEC-sensor. Thirdly, the OPT-sensor showed a 
sudden bias increase after 10-14 days where the trend changed from a linear to an exponential 
increase. The sudden increase indicates that either the effect from fouling or the actual biofilm 
growth rapidly increased after 10-14 days. The MEC-sensor showed a linear bias trend throughout 
all periods. Lastly, both OPT and MEC-sensor showed a high variance in bias after 15-20 days for 
large bias (above 1 mg/L for OPT-sensor and below -0.5 mg/L for MEC-sensor). 
 

a) Optical sensor (OPT) 
 

 
 

b) Membrane sensor (MEC) 
 

 
 
Figure 6. Bias and time constants during experimental periods 1-3 in Bromma WRRF for a) Optical sensor (OPT)  and 
b) membrane sensor (MEC). Manual cleaning of reference sensor is indicated with dashed vertical lines. 
 



In period 3, the MEC-sensor showed a segmented line with both increasing and decreasing bias 
trends within the segments. The cause of the segmentation was the manual cleaning of the reference 
sensor (vertical dashed lines) which coincides with the line segments (Figure 6b period 3). Since the 
bias changed when the reference sensor was cleaned, this indicates that the reference was also 
subject to fouling. This was not seen in period 1 and 2 where the weekly cleaning interval seems to 
have been sufficient. 
  
Thus, for period 3 it is hard to draw strong conclusions about the bias since we are not certain 
whether it was the reference or test sensor (MEC-sensor type) that was actually drifting. In addition, 
the last three manual cleanings were conducted during vacation period by personal unfamiliar with 
the experiments. This resulted in an uncertainty whether only the reference sensor or both the test 
and reference sensors were manually cleaned. The third last cleaning (day 21 for MEC-sensor and 
day 12 for the OPT-sensor) introduced a change in bias, similar to what would be expected after 
cleaning the test sensor. In addition, the exact time locations for the last three manual cleanings 
were not obtained, but only the actual date. In Figure 6 period 3, the last three manual cleaning 
events are placed at 12:00 at the given dates and should therefore be interpreted with a +/- 4 hour 
uncertainty. 
 
In the end, the results in period 3 should be interpreted with caution due to the mentioned 
uncertainties. The potential increasing bias in the MEC-sensor has to be verified with additional 
experiments before any conclusions can be made. 

Bias detection with the Time constant estimation method  
The changes in time constants due to bias (bottom graphs in Figure 6a and b) were not as clear as 
expected. For the OPT-sensor, there was a clear change in period 2 and 3 for bias larger than 1 
mg/L. However, there was no change in time constant during period 1 were there bias was still 
about 1 mg/L. For the MEC-sensor, there was no obvious change in time constant in any of the 
periods. Although the maximum bias was smaller for the MEC-sensor (maximum 0.8 mg/L) than 
for the OPT-sensor, it was still larger than the limit that was detected during the artificial fouling 
experiments (0.2 mg/L). Only a slight increase in variance for the time constant in Period 2 (days 
15-20) was indicated for the MEC-sensor.  

Normal variations in the Time constant 
Interestingly, the time constants decreased also for the reference sensors during the experiments. 
There is a small trend of decreasing time constants with about 1s per 30 days (Figure 6a and b 
period 1 and 2). A similar decrease can also be noted for the test sensors by comparing the time 
constants for the first days in each test period. This is in agreement with the artificial fouling 
experiments where worn out sensors showed a gradual decrease in time constant and increased 
double peak behavior (Figure 3d). It is interesting to note that a similar decrease in time constant 
was seen in the OPT-sensor, and not solely for the MEC-sensor.  
 
The OPT-sensor had a shorter time constant than the MEC-sensors (recall that all reference sensors 
were MEC-sensors). In general we expect the optical measurement-technology to react faster on 
changes in DO-level, but the difference could equally well be short for the specific sensor 
individual, where an average OPT-sensor has a larger time constant. Similarly, the time constants 
for different MEC-sensors differed, potentially as a result of wearing. The variation in the time 
constants for both OPT and MEC-sensors have to be studied on a larger set of sensors to be able to 
draw strong conclusions about the mentioned indications. 



Correlation between bias and time constant 
The correlation between bias and time constant for MEC and OPT-sensor is shown in Figure 7. As 
expected from Figure 6, the MEC-sensor had no clear correlation within the bias range -0.8 to 0.8.  
The least squares regression line showed a small correlation of 2.5 second increase in time constant 
per 1mg/L bias for the OPT-sensor. This indicates that the sampling rate was too slow and should 
be increased to be able to detect smaller bias. An increased sampling time would however not solve 
the main problem of a small correlation between bias and time constant. In addition, the prediction 
intervals were large for both the OPT and MEC-sensor indicating large variations and uncertainties 
for predicting a bias change (raise an alarm). The difference between upper and lower 3 standard 
deviations prediction bounds was about 8 seconds (Figure 7). 
 

      
 
Figure 7. Correlation between bias and time constant for a) OPT-sensor and b) MEC-sensor. Green solid line show 
linear least square regression line with +/- 3 standard deviation prediction intervals (green dashed lines). 
 
In summary, the results in Figure 6 and Figure 7 showed that neither the OPT or MEC-sensor was 
sensitive enough to detect a bias smaller than 0.2 mg/L caused by biofilm fouling. It may however 
be possible to detect a large bias (> 1 mg/L) in the OPT-sensor. Since the bias in the MEC-sensor 
showed a slower drift than the OPT-sensor, bias larger than 0.8 mg/L were not evaluated and 
additional experiments are required for studying large bias in the MEC-sensor. 
 

DISCUSSION 

The impact of sensor bias on process control 
From a process control perspective, knowledge about the bias progression is important. That is, 
does a fouled sensor result in a positive or negative bias, or a mixture of the two? When a DO-
sensor is used in a feed-back control loop (which is de facto standard), a bias in the sensor will lead 
to different consequences depending on: the bias direction, the controller structure, and the 
controlled process. 
 
Consider a MEC-sensor with a strictly negative bias that is operating in a feed-back loop with a 
fixed DO-set point. The true DO-level will be underestimated resulting in excess air supply with a 
higher DO-level than desired. Consider instead the same MEC-sensor but in an ammonium cascade 
controller where the effluent ammonium adjusts the DO-set point. In such situation, the exact DO-
level will be less important since the bias will be compensated by the DO-set point given by the 



ammonium master controller. Only when the DO-set point reaches the lower minimum limit, the 
bias in DO-sensor would result in excess aeration. The opposite argumentation would apply for a 
strictly positive bias as was indicated for the OPT-sensor. Which drift direction that is bad or worse 
depend on the process objective. As an example, ASPs with limited nitrification require a 
sufficiently high DO-level, whereas a too high DO-level will lead to excess aeration.  

Biofilm fouling signatures in different DO measurement-techniques 
For the OPT-sensor, all real experiments resulted in a positive bias which is in contrast to the results 
by Andersson and Hallgren (2015). The OPT-sensor had in addition a faster increase in bias than 
the MEC-sensor, mainly because of the sudden bias increase after 10-14 days. This gives an 
indication for the maximum manual cleaning interval. It would be interesting to repeat the similar 
experiments during winter conditions to study whether the time to the sudden bias change would be 
slower due to a lower temperature and if the manual cleaning intervals could be adapted 
accordingly. The MEC-sensor had a smaller and negative bias, compared to the OPT-sensor. More 
studies are needed to verify whether this is valid in general or only for the specific sensor brand in 
this study. Detailed knowledge about bias direction and speed, essentially estimating the sensor 
bias, could allow for real-time adjustment until the sensor is manually cleaned. Whether such 
detailed knowledge is possible to obtain has to be studied in long-term evaluations. Few studies or 
sensor manufacturers report symptoms of real faults such as fouling, although this study pinpoints 
the importance of such knowledge. 

Individual sensor fault detection models 
One promising advantage of active fault detection over correlation based FD-methods was the clear 
interpretation of an alarm. That is, no ambiguity about which sensor that causes the alarm. To truly 
benefit from this, the normal time constant should be decided at the specific conditions where each 
sensor is located. The normal IR would for example depend on the air-cleaning system including 
the air hose length and air cleaning pressure. An average normal time constant for all sensors would 
be easier to implement in an application, but would most probably have a larger normal variation 
(Figure 1) with a decreased detection performance as consequence. 

Sensor faults and process variations 
Another promise with active fault detection was the possibility to distinguish sensor from process 
faults. No extensive data post-processing such as outlier removal or removal of unexplained 
variations in time constant were required in either the artificial or organic biofilm experiments. This 
indicates that the FD-method was undisturbed by process variations during the experiments. Only 
part of the artificial fouling experiments received a too large bias (> 0.2 mg/L) to be considered for 
evaluation. Interestingly, also the MEC and OPT-sensor received variations in the time constant for 
large bias in the full-scale experiments. This raises the question whether the variations in bias could 
be an effect of process variations instead of a result from the fouling. The primary goal for this 
study was not to study the robustness against process variations, and extended studies are required 
to study the root cause of the increased variation in bias seen in Figure 6. 

Artificial and organic biofilm fouling 
The purpose of using grease in the artificial fouling experiments was to resemble organic biofilm 
growth. The results showed that the MEC-sensor received a negative bias both for artificial and real 
biofilm fouling. However, the effect on the IRs was larger for small bias with grease compared to 



the real biofilm. It is hard to find a good explanation for the difference although it can be realized 
that grease resulted in a more dense film compared to a water permeable biofilm which may have 
contributed to the difference. 

Active fault detection 
As shown in this study, active fault detection can produce data with other characteristics than are 
normally obtained in WRRFs. As an example, the change in IR to a double peak behaviour 
indicated wearing out of the sensor. This would not have been evident from studying e.g. the air-
flow or the DO-signal alone. Will active fault detection in general result in data where part of the 
information is hidden in terms of shape and qualitative patterns? If so, will traditional data 
treatment methods be sufficient for information extraction, or are new fault detection and diagnosis 
methods required that are tailored for pattern recognition? In this study, the machine learning 
method (GPiiso) gave comparable performance with the straight forward time constant estimation 
method (TC, TCi). Thus, standard methods should be used as benchmarks methods to assess the 
benefit from promising albeit elaborate FD-methods. 

Condition based monitoring 
Since the results with real biofilm fouling were less promising than the artificial fouling 
experiments, it is uncertain whether the IRs can be used for condition based maintenance (CBM). 
Here, we refer to CBM when we use an indication (a change in IR) for manually sensor cleaning 
and restrict the bias below 0.2 mg/L. The detection sensitivity could probably be increased slightly 
for the OPT-sensor by increasing sampling rate and replacing TC with GPiiso. This would however 
not be sufficient to increase the sensitivity to detect bias at 0.2 mg/L or lower. 
 
It may still be possible to obtain useful information about the sensor’s condition by considering the 
gradual decrease in time constant when the sensor is clean. The results for both artificial and 
organic biofilm fouling experiments showed a gradual wear out effect that was captured in a 
decreasing time constant. This could be interpreted as an aging indication for replacing the 
membrane of the MEC-sensor or the fluorophore in the OPT-sensor. Similarly, the double peak 
behaviour was an indication of a worn out sensor. The time from a double peak until total sensor 
failure is interesting to study would require long term evaluations, preferably at multiple WRRFs.  
 

CONCLUSION 
The detection and effects of artificial and organic biofilm fouling on MEC and OPT-sensors were 
studied on a full scale. Active fault detection by means of the automatic air cleaning system of a 
DO-sensor was evaluated for fault detection.  
 
The OPT-sensor was affected by biofilm growth to a greater extent than the MEC-sensor, and 
obtained a positive bias compared to the MEC-sensor that mainly showed a negative bias. Without 
manual cleaning or fault detection of a fouled sensor, it is likely that a DO-controlled process will 
be operated at a different (unknown) DO-level than desired, especially when an OPT-sensor is used. 
Whether this is a general draw-back for the OPT-sensor compared to the MEC-sensor should be 
studied in future studies. 
 



The air cleaning impulse responses (IRs) were not sensitive enough to detect a bias below 0.2 mg/L 
due to organic biofilm fouling. Bias above 1.0 mg/L were however detected in the OPT-sensor by 
evaluating the change in time constant of the IR. Surprisingly, the IRs changed shape when the 
MEC-sensor membrane was worn out or mechanically damaged. Specific fault signatures of 
common sensor faults were obtained. This suggests that active fault detection is promising also for 
fault diagnosis. 
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